
H E the Deputy Prime Min-

ister and Minister of 

Foreign Affairs says the 

meeting represents another 

important milestone in his-

torically deep relations 

between Qatar and the US.

The Deputy PM thanks US 

for its support for the 

Kuwaiti mediation to lift the 

blockade on the basis of 

respecting the sovereignty 

and independence of the 

State of Qatar.

Qatar has invested more 

than $200bn in the US 

economy, and the United 

States has been an integral 

investor in Qatar and 

Qatar’s development.
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Cinemas and theatres to
operate with 30% capacity
THE PENINSULA — DOHA 

The Supreme Committee for 
Crisis Management said 
yesterday the second part of the 
fourth phase of gradual easing 
of COVID-19 related restric-
tions will begin from today.  

Cinemas and theatres are 
allowed to operate with 
increased capacity of 30 
percent while the capacity for 
gyms, health clubs and public 
swimming pools has been 
reduced to 30 percent. They 
will be required to follow all 
precautionary measures that 
have been previously 
announced by the relevant 
authorities.

“Based on the indicators of 
the spread of the coronavirus 
(COVID-19) in the community, 
as well as public health indi-
cators which are continuously 
monitored in Qatar, the second 
portion of the fourth phase of 
the gradual lifting of restric-
tions will start tomorrow, 
Tuesday, September 15,” said 
the Committee for Crisis Man-
agement in a statement posted 
on Government Communica-
tions Office’s website.

“With the gradual lifting of 
coronavirus restrictions, the 
Committee stresses that it is 
necessary to continue adhering 
to these measures at all times, 
especially during the coming 

period which will see further 
lifting of restrictions,” it added.

The authorities will con-
tinue to assess the evolving sit-
uation and will take actions 
based on relevant develop-
ments and factors.

“From the beginning of part 
two of phase four, the relevant 
authorities will continue to 
assess the situation and con-
sider re-imposing or lifting 
some restrictions based on 
developments and health indi-
cators,” it said 

The Supreme Committee 
for Crisis Management empha-
sised that the evaluation of 
lifting or imposing further 
measures depends on the coop-
eration of everyone and the 
commitment to following pre-
cautionary measures.

Part two of 4th 

phase of gradual 

lifting of COVID-19 

related restrictions 

starts today. 

Capacity for gyms, 

health clubs and 

public swimming 

pools has been 

reduced to 30%.

MoPH to launch 
saliva-based 
COVID-19 test 
for children
QNA — DOHA

The Ministry of Public Health 
(MoPH) has announced plans 
to introduce saliva-based 
COVID-19 tests for children 
from Sunday, September 20, 
as part of a national testing 
programme to gain a better 
understanding of infection 
rates.

MoPH will work in collab-
oration with HMC and Primary 
Health Care Corporation 
(PHCC) to carry out tests for 
all students in both gov-
ernment and private schools 
in Qatar. Parental consent will 
be sought prior to any child 
being tested.

“We are pleased to be uti-
lising the saliva-based 
COVID-19 test for children 
alongside our key partners and 
we will be using this method 
throughout our four to six-
week testing programme. The 
standard test used to date in 
Qatar has been the swab test, 
which requires a swab to be 
inserted up the individuals 
nose and to the back of their 
throat. This is very effective 
but some people, especially 
children, can find the process 
uncomfortable. Studies around 
the world have been looking 
at the use of saliva only swabs 
and the results have confirmed 
their effectiveness,” said Dr. 
Mariam Abdul Malik, Man-
aging Director of PHCC.

Dr. Hamad Al Romaihi, 
Manager of Health Protection 
and Communicable Disease 
Control at MoPH, said, “Since 
students returned to class-
rooms on Sept 1, we have iden-
tified a small number of pos-
itive cases among children and 
teachers. While any new case 
among children is of concern, 
it is important that we put this 
into context." �P2

Third Qatar-US Strategic Dialogue reflects
flourishing ties between two countries: FM

QNA — WASHINGTON

The Third Qatar-US Strategic Dialogue 
started yesterday in Washington which 
was co-chaired by Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs 
H E Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani and US Secretary of 
State H E Mike Pompeo.

Minister of Finance, H E Ali Shareef 
Al Emadi; Minister of Commerce and 
Industry, H E Ali bin Ahmed Al Kuwari; 
US Secretary of the Treasury, H E Steven 
Mnuchin; US Secretary of Commerce, H 
E Wilbur Ross, and other officials from 
both countries also participated in the 
strategic dialogue.

H E the Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs said the 
holding of the third session of the Qatar-
US Strategic Dialogue is a demonstration 
of the flourishing relations between the 

two countries, enabled by the mutual 
commitment between the Amir H H 
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani and 
H E President Donald Trump of the 
United States of America that empha-
sises broad areas of cooperation as well 
as the close friendship between the two 
countries. 

“The very important development 
in Afghanistan is the latest example of 
the close interaction between our two 
countries at the political level,” His 
Excellency said.

In his speech at the opening session, 
H E the Deputy Prime Minister and Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs said: “We, in this 
third session of the strategic dialogue, 
are not only strengthening the existing 
economic, military and security coop-
eration between us, but also expanding 
it to include other equally important 

areas such as education, culture and 
development.” His Excellency said that 
the meeting represents another 
important milestone in historically deep 
relations between the State of Qatar and 
the United States of America.

His Excellency pointed out that the 
signing of the Memorandum of Under-
standing for the Qatar US 2021 Year of 
Culture, and the Memorandum of Under-
standing with the United States Agency 
for International Development and 
Qatar’s support to Fulbright scholarships, 
as well as the commercial and military 
partnership, reflect the range and the 
depth of joint ties and underscore Qatar’s 
continued constructive engagement 
despite the unique regional challenges 
that our country has managed success-
fully during the past three years.

“In addition to our support for many 

US states and cities in their efforts to deal 
with the coronavirus (COVID-19) pan-
demic, the broad range of cooperation 
demonstrated here at the strategic dia-
logue makes clear Qatar’s strong affinity 
with the American people. Qatar views 
the United States not simply as a partner 
but as an ally and friend.” H E the Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs affirmed that “our commercial 
partnership remains robust, and it is 
indeed stronger than ever.” In this 
regard, he pointed out that Qatar has 
invested more than $200bn in the US 
economy, and the United States has been 
an integral investor in Qatar and Qatar’s 
development.

He explained that together this 
investment translates into tens of thou-
sands of jobs and life-changing oppor-
tunities for our people. �P2

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani, US Secretary of State H 
E Mike Pompeo, Minister of Finance, H E Ali Shareef Al Emadi; Minister of Commerce and Industry, H E Ali bin Ahmed Al Kuwari; 
US Secretary of the Treasury, H E Steven Mnuchin; and US Secretary of Commerce, H E Wilbur Ross, at the Third Qatar-US 
Strategic Dialogue, in Washington, DC, yesterday.

SANAULLAH ATAULLAH & SIDI MOHAMED  
THE PENINSULA 

The Ministry of Education and Higher 
Education has announced that from the 
next week, parents will be given options of 
either continuing with blended learning or 
switching to only distance learning 
completely for their children.

“The Ministry has decided to continue 
the blended learning with 30 percent 
attendance of students in classrooms fol-
lowing the protocol of preventive and pre-
cautionary measures to curb the spread of 
COVID-19,” said Adviser to the Minister of 
Education and Higher Education, Mohamad 
Al Bashri, while addressing a press con-
ference on Qatar TV yesterday.

Al Bashri who also holds position of 
Director of Public Relations and Commu-
nications at the Ministry said that the 
decision is based on daily evaluation of the 
blended learning system since schools’ reo-
pening on September 1, 2020, and in direct 
coordination with the Ministry of Public 
Health (MoPH). 

“The parents should take final decisions 
whether they want to continue with 
blended learning or opt to only distance 
learning, because it is difficult to switch 
from one way of learning to another due 
to a lot of engagements like arrangement 
of transportation, health and safety 
department at the Ministry and handling 
schedule of attendance,” said Al Bashri.

He said the attendance or absence of 
students will be counted in blended learning 
or distance learning to ensure students are 
taking the lessons in schools or homes, 
while the presence of students will be man-
datory for examinations.

“Under blended learning, the students 
are required to attend the schools from 1 

to 3 days at maximum. Distance learning 
does not require in-person attendance at 
schools,” said Al Bashri. “The school envi-
ronment is more safer. The cases of 
infection which were detected in some 
schools and classrooms took place out of 
the schools.” 

He said that 1.5 percent schools were 
closed out of the total government and 
private schools operating in the country 
because of COVID-19, and 1.6 percent 

classrooms were closed in government and 
private schools.

“The student attendance ranged 
between 60 to 80 percent in the schools. 
However, the attendance was non-man-
datory during first two weeks of the new 
academic year 2020-21.”

He said there is strict monitoring to 
ensure the implementation of all preventive 
and precautionary measures and health 
conditions in schools on a daily basis. �P2

Chair of the National Strategic Group on COVID-19, Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal (right); and Adviser 
to the Minister of Education and Higher Education, Mohamad Al Bashri, addressing a press 
conference on Qatar TV, yesterday. 

Parents can opt blended or distance learning for children

Out of more than 350,000 students and over 35,000 
teachers in Qatar, less than 0.2 percent have tested 
positive since schools reopened on September 1. 

The attendance or absence of students will be 
counted in blended as well as distance learning.

Ministry of Education has made 642 field visits in two 
weeks to check safety preparations and precautions 
at schools. 
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Kahramaa wins international 
award in occupational  
health and safety field

QNA — DOHA

Qatar General Electricity and 
Water Corporation (Kahramaa) 
has received the Silver Award 
of the UK Royal Society for 
Prevention of Accidents 
(ROSPA) in the field of occupa-
tional health and safety for the 
year 2019. The Society held a 
virtual ceremony to honuor the 
winners of this award. 

Kahramaa won the ROSPA 
International Award in recog-
nition of its effective efforts and 
commitment to applying the 
highest standards of occupa-
tional health and safety for its 
employees, clients and con-
tractors, which reflects its com-
mitment and continuous efforts 
to promote health and safety at 
work sites.

Kahramaa is also keen to 
promote and develop health and 
safety standards to ensure that 

all employees and workers in its 
projects enjoy a healthy and safe 
environment. This international 
competition is unique, and the 
scope of the ROSPA Award is not 
limited to accident records only, 
but includes all health and 
safety systems.

Deputy PM & FM meets US Secretary of State, other officials
QNA — WASHINGTON

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs H E 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani met yesterday 
with US Secretary of State H E 
Mike Pompeo, on the sidelines of 
the Third Qatar-US Strategic 
Dialogue currently in session in 
Washington.

During the meeting, they 
reviewed aspects of the bilateral 
cooperation between the two 
countries, as well as issues of 
mutual concern.

H E the Deputy Prime Min-
ister and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs expressed the State of 
Qatar’s aspiration to host the 
fourth Qatar-US Strategic Dia-
logue in Doha next year, 
stressing the importance of the 
strategic dialogue in consoli-
dating and strengthening the 
bilateral relations and pro-
moting the strategic partnership 
between the two friendly 

countries.
Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Foreign Affairs H E 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani also met yes-
terday with the United States 
Special Envoy for Hostage 
Affairs, Ambassador H E Roger 
Carstens, on the sidelines of the 
third Qatar-US Strategic Dia-
logue currently in session in 
Washington.

During the meeting, they 
reviewed aspects of the bilateral 
cooperation between the two 
countries, in addition to issues 
of mutual concern.

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs H E 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani met with the 
United States Assistant Sec-
retary of State for African 
Affairs H E Tibor Nagy. They 
reviewed the bilateral cooper-
ation relations between the two 
countries, in addition to issues 
of common concern.

Qatar stresses need to strengthen international  
solidarity to address COVID-19 challenges
QNA — GENEVA

The State of Qatar underlined the need to 
strengthen the international solidarity and 
collective action to ensure an urgent and 
effective response to address the conse-
quences and challenges imposed by the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

Addressing the enhanced interactive 
dialogue on COVID-19 during the 45th 
session of the Human Rights Council, H E 
Permanent Representative of the State of 
Qatar to the United Nations Office in 
Geneva, Ambassador Ali Khalfan Al Man-
souri, said that the COVID-19 pandemic 
has gone beyond being a global health 

crisis, threatening the progress that has 
been made over the past decades in many 
areas, including those related to the pro-
tection and promotion of human rights.

 In this regard, he stressed the necessity 
of strengthening international solidarity 
and collective action to ensure an urgent 
and effective response to address the con-
sequences and challenges posed by this 
pandemic. H E Ambassador Al Mansouri 
noted that the State of Qatar’s strategy to 
confront the pandemic was based on three 
basic pillars. The first is to protect all resi-
dents in the country without discrimination 
and to provide them with appropriate 
medical care, in addition to taking many 

measures and procedures to protect expa-
triate workers and ensure that they obtain 
all their rights. 

The second pillar aims at mitigating the 
economic and social impacts by providing 
support, exemptions and financial incentives 
to various economic sectors in the country, 
while the third is to fulfill Qatar’s interna-
tional commitment to facing this pandemic 
by providing financial and humanitarian con-
tributions to many international organiza-
tions, in addition to 78 countries, with an 
amount reaching more than $88m, despite 
the illegal blockade imposed on the country 
and the closure of airspace and land and sea 
borders by the blockading countries.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al 
Thani meeting with US Secretary of State H E Mike Pompeo on the sidelines of the Third Qatar-US 
Strategic Dialogue in Washington, DC, yesterday.

Third Qatar-US Strategic Dialogue reflects
flourishing ties between two countries: FM

FROM PAGE 1

We look forward to expanding these 
relations, through upcoming trade and 
investment promotion events. He 
pointed out that these events will include 
a roadshow in 2021 involving multiple 
delegations to several US cities to explore 
partnerships in technology, investment, 
energy, and other areas.

 His Excellency added, “We are also 
looking forward to our upcoming dis-
cussions on issues of common interest 
and reaffirm our commitment to deepen 
the partnership in areas that also 
include joint political and regional 
interests. We will also discuss a range 
of defense and security issues, including 
shared interests, opportunities for 
regional cooperation, mechanisms for 
the defeat of malign threats arrayed 
against us.” 

The Deputy Prime Minister and Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs affirmed that 
Qatar and the US agree that such threats 
come among the biggest challenges 
facing today the two sides’ common 
vision to promote peace, stability and 
prosperity in the Middle East region in 
general.

He said that Qatar and the US are at 
the forefront of partners in international 
anti-terrorism coalitions and will con-
tinue to strengthen coordination and 
enhance cooperation in a way that 
reflects all the common values between 
them derived from international law and 
security standards.

He added that the great efforts and 
progress they are making in respecting 
mutual guarantees and working to neu-
tralise the threat of terrorism greatly 
contribute to making the world safer. In 
this regard, H E made clear that nothing 
clearly shows this matter more than the 
remarkable progress that has been 
achieved for the sake of peace in Afghan-
istan and that the recent start of talks 
towards reconciliation, which Qatar is 
pleased to host, represents a truly his-
toric achievement.

The Deputy Prime Minister directed 
his speech to  US Secretary of State H E 
Mike Pompeo as saying that Qatar com-
mends his leadership on this 
challenge.

The Deputy Prime Minister said that 
the progress made in Afghanistan also 
reflects the ongoing US efforts to achieve 

peace in the Middle East as a whole. He 
expressed Qatar’s praise of the US’s firm 
commitment to peace in the region and 
expressed Qatar’s happiness for the con-
tinuing close cooperation between the 
two countries to achieve this important 
goal.

He considered that the very 
important Afghanistan development is 
the latest example of the close inter-
action between our two countries at the 
political level. He added that they face 
issues that are not only important to the 

two countries, but also to the broader 
stability of the Middle East and neigh-
bouring regions. 

Despite regional challenges, 
including the ongoing blockade against 
Qatar, cooperation between the two 
countries has strengthened continuously 
since the first Qatar-US strategic dia-
logue was held in January 2018, he 
added.

The Deputy Prime Minister  thanked 
the US for its support for the Kuwaiti 
mediation to lift the blockade on the 

basis of respecting the sovereignty and 
independence of the State of Qatar, 
stressing that Qatar’s foreign policy 
reflects the values of peace, stability 
and prosperity, which are the elements 
that represent the State’s national 
values.

Based on these values, Qatar is not 
only resilient, but also strong after it 
strengthened its relations with the inter-
national community to unprecedented 
levels, His Excellency noted, pointing out 
that the two countries’ common goal is 
to deepen the strategic ties between 
them and to continue progressing 
forward in strengthening cooperation 
in the most beneficial joint practical 
areas.

Concluding, H E Deputy Prime Min-
ister and Minister of Foreign Affairs said 
that the State of Qatar looks forward to 
hosting the fourth strategic dialogue 
session next year in Doha.

Parents can opt
blended or 
distance learning
for children

FROM PAGE 1
Mohamad Al Bashri said 

642 field visits have been 
made so far to check schools’s 
preparedness to receive 
students. 

The visits have been 
intensified to three times the 
regular rate of visits, said Al 
Bashri.

He said that as per the 
COVID-19 protocol for 
schools, it is recommended 
to suspend teaching in class-
rooms or in school if cases 
of infection increase. 

He called on residents to 
refer to reliable sources and 
neglect rumours.

Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal, Chair 
of the National Strategic Group 
on COVID-19 and Head of the 
Infectious Diseases Division at 
Hamad Medical Corporation 
said the infection rate among 
teachers and students is still 
limited after two weeks of 
studies. 

“Our track and trace teams 
have found that these positive 
cases did not catch the virus 
when attending schools. They 
caught the virus mainly at 
home during social gath-
erings,” he added.

Speaking at the press 
conference yesterday on 
Qatar TV regarding the 
latest COVID-19 develop-
ments in the country, Al 
Khal said:

 “Qatar passed the peak of 
this pandemic at the start of 
June, but it witnessed small 
and weaker waves between 
Qataris and professional 
residents.”

About schools, he said 
that some classrooms were 
closed and some schools 
were suspended, after 
recording a number of cases 
am ong s tude nts  and 
teachers.

Al Khal pointed out: “All 
teachers in public and private 
schools were tested before the 
start of the study, and less than 
2 percent of them showed 
infection. Out of more than 
350,000 students and over 
35,000 teachers in Qatar, less 
than 0.2 percent have tested 
positive since schools 
reopened.”

Dr, Al Khal noted: “Nearly 
90 percent of these small and 
weaker waves originate from 
the transmission of the virus 
between families through one 
of their members due to family 
gatherings.”

Efforts by the MoPH will 
not succeed without the 
cooperation of all indi-
viduals, he said, adding that 
Qatar is among the countries 
that have conducted more 
tests.

He said that the phased 
approach to reopening public 
places is working well. “If 
people adhere to the pre-
ventive measures and follow 
the official advice, we can 
safety return to normal life. 

The same is true for the 
opening of schools; as long as 
people adhere to the pre-
ventive measures the risk of 
contracting COVID-19 is very 
small.”

MoPH to launch saliva-based COVID-19 test for children
FROM PAGE 1

“Out of more than 350,000 
students and over 35,000 
teachers in Qatar, less than 0.2 
percent have tested positive since 
schools reopened. This is a very 

low rate of infection among this 
population group,” said Dr. 
Hamad Al Romaihi, Manager of 
Health Protection and Commu-
nicable Disease Control at MoPH.

“As with all positive cases 

in Qatar, our track and trace 
teams have worked hard to 
identify where these positive 
cases among children and 
teachers were transmitted and 
it is clear that they did not catch 

the virus in schools. Our surveil-
lance shows they caught the 
virus outside of school settings, 
mainly at home during social 
gatherings,” added Dr. Al 
Romaihi.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani and the US Secretary 
of State H E Mike Pompeo during the Third Qatar-US Strategic Dialogue, in Washington, DC, yesterday.

Kahramaa won the ROSPA 
International Award in 
recognition of its effective 
efforts and commitment 
to applying the highest 
standards of occupational 
health and safety for 
its employees, clients 
and contractors, which 
reflects its commitment 
and continuous efforts 
to promote health and 
safety at work sites.

In #Washington for the 3rd session of #USQatarStrategicDialogue. Today’s 
meeting underscores #QatarUSA strong and historic relations, and our 
shared desire to promote our cooperation in various fields. Many thanks 
to my friend @SecPompeo  and @StateDept  for warm hospitality.



Deputy PM and Foreign Minister receives 
written message from Indonesian FM
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Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani 
received a written message from Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, H E Retno 
Marsudi, pertaining to bilateral relations and means of supporting and developing them. The message 
was handed to Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, H E Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan Al Hammadi 
during his meeting yesterday with an Indonesian delegation headed by the Director-General for Asia-
Pacific Affairs of the Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, H E Desra Percaya.

MoPH reports

118,931 total

recoveries

from virus

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Ministry of Public Health 
(MoPH) yesterday announced 
the registration of 235 new 
confirmed cases of COVID-19 
in the country. 

Among them 7 were trav-
ellers returning from abroad. 
Another 249 people have 
recovered from the virus, bringing 
the total number of recovered 
cases in Qatar to 118,931.

The Ministry has also 
reported two new deaths due 
to COVID-19. They were aged 
80 and 81 and receiving the 
necessary medical care. All new 
cases have been introduced to 
isolation and are receiving nec-
essary healthcare according to 
their health status.

QFA presents 
Football for All 
Award to MoI
QNA — DOHA

The Board of Trustees of Qatar 
Football Association (QFA) 
Award presented the Football 
for All Award for the 2019-20 
season to the Ministry of 
Interior, for its great efforts and 
contr ibut ion towards 
resumption of football activity.

Director of Public Security 
H E Major General Saad bin 
Jassim Al Khulaifi welcomed 
the initiative, and greeted Pres-
ident of the QFA Sheikh Hamad 
bin Khalifa bin Ahmed Al 
Thani, highlighting the impor-
tance of cooperation between 
the Ministry of Interior and 
those in charge of football 
management in the State of 
Qatar to present a distinct 
image of the sport. 

On his part, General Sec-
retary of the Board of Trustees 
of QFA Award, Hassan Rabiah 
Al Kuwari, said: “On behalf of 
His Excellency Sheikh Hamad 
bin Khalifa bin Ahmed Al 
Thani, Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees of QFA Award, I 
extend my thanks and appre-
ciation to the Ministry of 
Interior for its concerted efforts 

and the great work it did in co-
operation with various parties 
concerned to address the coro-
navirus pandemic. This honor 
also comes as a token of thanks 
and appreciation to the Min-
istry of Interior, and all its 
employees for their great con-
tributions in the resumption of 
football activity in the State of 
Qatar.”

It may be noted that the 
Football for All Award is given 
to organizations, groups or indi-
viduals making a significant 
contribution towards football 
in the local community.

The award being presented to the Ministry of Interior.

QU-CENG designs food/drug
delivery and disinfection robot
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Qatar University’s College of 
Engineering (QU-CENG) 
announced that a team from the 
Mechanical and Industrial Engi-
neering Department (MIE) 
designed a robot that was manu-
factured at CENG workshops.

The robot is versatile in 
combating COVID-19 infection, 
as it can deliver food and med-
icine to patients as well as dis-
infect air and surfaces by mul-
tiple means remotely. The robot 
is equipped with several 
systems that enable it to do so.

The robot is designed 
using simple components 
available in the local market 
to be manufactured easily, 
conveniently and at a cost that 
is much less than the counter-
parts sold by international 
companies specialised in the 
field of robotics.

The robot is equipped with 
a flexible and modular con-
troller that allows the designer 
to improve it by adding intel-
ligent autonomous control 
systems that enable it to direct 
to predetermine points auto-
matically and without human 
interference.

This robot can help hos-
pitals as well as isolation 
places to fight infection as well 
as saving labour. The robot 
can disinfect air and surfaces 
using ultraviolet rays (UV-C) 
or chemical mist spray, in 
addition to delivering medi-
cines and food. Robot is also 
equipped with powerful 

motors that allow move with 
relatively heavy weights.

MIE Lecturer Dr Samer 
Gowid said, “It is needed 
actually to produce and 
develop industrial, medical 
and service robots locally and 
at a low cost as this will help 
improve the educational 
process in terms of design and 
application, as well as serving 
the industry and the com-
munity in Qatar, since robots 
provide fast and accurate 
services and functions with 
little cost and risk.” 

“Robot that was developed 
and manufactured at QU is 
characterised by its versatility 
and is able to efficiently 
implement the tasks entrusted 
to it, and that its design relied 
on simplicity, modularity and 
flexibility, which allows it to be 
used with current specifications 
or developed by adding modern 
systems to it in the future”, he 

added. 
MIE Head Prof Elsadig 

Mahdi said, “This is not the first 
robot of its kind that is designed 
and manufactured at CENG. For 
example, the students of the 
Industrial & Systems Engi-
neering Program were able to 
develop and manufacture a 
smart pesticides spraying robot 
in cooperation with the Agri-
cultural Research Department 
in the Ministry of Municipality 
and Environment under the 
supervision of Dr. Samer 
Gowid.” 

“The robot works with arti-
ficial intelligence to automati-
cally and selectively spray 
organic and inorganic pesticides 
on vegetables, which reduces 
labor costs, plant diseases, the 
cost of spraying, and virulent dis-
eases that affect humans. Qatar 
University has applied for 
invention registration as well as 
for a patent”, he added.

The robot can help hospitals as well as isolation places to fight 
infection as well as saving labour.

Over 305,300 customs declarations released in August
SIDI MOHAMED 
THE PENINSULA

The General Authority of Customs 
(GAC) has said that total 305,383 
customs declarations were released 
last month. It also completed 
282,390 customs declarations in air 
cargo customs, and 22,990 customs 
declarations in maritime customs, 
said the Authority in its monthly 
statistics.

The data also indicated that the 
percentage of customs declarations 
released in within an hour was 99 
percent. The top importing country 
was United States of America, while 
the top exporting country was India.

For the number of customs dec-
larations transferred to government 
agencies, the number stands at 
23,796. The Authority also said that 
the Customs procedures have facil-
itated the entry of goods over the 
Internet during the past months. 
Despite the coronavirus, “the  import  
of  personal  goods  witnessed  a  
large increase on a daily basis, and 
we can say  that  the  import  rate  of  
courier  companies, for example 
DHL and ARAMEX,  increased  by  

approximately  40 percent.”
“Online shopping has become 

the easiest and the most modern 
concept of shopping,  but most of us 
don’t know how to import personal 
goods online, especially customs 
procedures,” the GAC said.

About how much the customs 
duties on imported personal goods,  
and how can people make sure of 
the sum they pay to courier com-
panies upon receipt,  the Authority 
noted that: “personal goods fees are 
5 percent on what exceeds  QR3,000, 
according to the commercial 
quantity.

The importer can check the value 
on the price of the shipment invoice 
and the amounts due,  which he has 
paid through the company broker 
and the revenue department 
employee, said the Authority.

The goods exempted from 
customs duties are available in  
Alnadeeb system and the coordi-
nator system through the code of 
exempted goods or the lists on the 
website of the GAC.

Moreover, the GAC noted that:  
“Any person upon entering or 
leaving the state and in possession 

of any currency,  financial bearer negotiable instruments or 
precious metals or stones equivalent to or exceeding 
QR50,000 or its equivalent in foreign currencies,  must fill 
the declaration form,  and any additional information 
requested by the customs officer must also be provided”.

Director of Public 
Security H E Major 
General Saad bin 
Jassim Al Khulaifi 
welcomed the 
initiative, and greeted 
President of the QFA 
Sheikh Hamad bin 
Khalifa bin Ahmed Al 
Thani, highlighting 
the importance of 
cooperation.

Two arrested for violating home quarantine rules
QNA — DOHA

The competent authorities 
yesterday arrested two people 
who violated the requirements 
of the home quarantine, they 
committed to following, which 
they are legally accountable for, 
in accordance with the proce-
dures of the health authorities 
in the country.

It is in implementation of 
the precautionary measures in 
force in the country, approved 
by health authorities repre-
sented in the Ministry of Public 
Health (MoPH) to ensure the 
achievement of public safety 
and to curb the spread of the 
coronavirus.  The two persons 
being referred to prosecution 
are Abdul Hadi Abdullah Abdul 

Hadi Dahroug Al Marri and 
Nasser Jaber Hamad Al Baridi 
Al Marri.

The concerned authorities 
in the state call on citizens and 
residents who are subject to 
quarantine to fully adhere to 
the requirements set by the 
Ministry of Public Health, to 
ensure their safety and the 
safety of others.
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Al Meera opens ‘MAAR’ store at Umm Ghuwailina Metro Station

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

As part of its ambitious expansion 
plan and with a view to provide 
exceptional service to customers, Al 
Meera Consumer Goods Company 
(QPSC) has announced the opening 
of its third ‘MAAR’ convenience store 
at the Umm Ghuwailina Metro 
Station. 

The MAAR store, a sub-brand of 
Al Meera, meaning ‘passing by’ in 
Arabic seeks to provide an on-the-
go shopping service to commuters 
on the Doha Metro within the con-
venience of their journey. The third 
store is the latest addition to the con-
venient store chain, with other stores 
serving customers at the Doha Exhi-
bition and Convention Center (DECC) 
and Msheireb Metro Station. 

MAAR brings the best of Al 
Meera’s diverse product range at 
competitive prices within the con-
venience of the passenger’s journey. 
With an aim to deliver quality and 
freshness, as the core value propo-
sition of its brand, Al Meera offers a 
wide array of everyday essential 
goods at MAAR, introducing a wide 
selection of ready-to-eat foods which 

include sandwiches and snacks. 
Passengers travelling through 

Umm Ghuwailina Metro Station can 
access a selection of goods and 
products with ease and is especially 
useful for commuters who are 
working on and around the clock 
schedule. MAAR ensures daily com-
muters are able to purchase what 
they need, while on the move.

Commenting on the launch of 
the third store, Al Meera said: “The 
opening of the third MAAR store at 
Umm Ghuwailina Metro Station 
marks an important milestone in 
our journey and brings us closer to 
our vision of serving every neigh-
bourhood in Qatar. At Al Meera, we 
are continuously focused on making 
our stores accessible to our large 

customer base regardless of where 
they are. ‘MAAR’ brings ease and 
convenience of quick purchases 
and readily available food to com-
muters on the Doha Metro on-the-
go, while saving on their valuable 
time.”

As the country’s national 
retailer, Al Meera is committed to 
providing goods at great value to 
customers across the country. 
‘MAAR’ brings Al Meera closer to this 
vision in integration with Qatar Rail 
to expand its services to a new cus-
tomer segment. The convenient 
stores are ready to serve com-
muters’ daily needs where they can 
enjoy a quick snack, purchase 
emergency goods and more, at the 
convenience of their own time. 

Customs thwarts 

attempt to smuggle 

26kg hashish

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Maritime Customs Admin-
istration thwarted an attempt 
to smuggle 26 envelopes of 
hashish at Ruwais Port.

The contraband was 
hidden in metal boxes inside 
refrigerated fruit containers. 
When the cans were opened, 
the competent authorities 
found 26 packages of hashish 
which weigh a total of 26.10 
kilograms.

The authority has been 
issuing continuous warning 
against carrying illegal sub-
stances into the country. The 
customs officers are provided 
with all means of support 
including the latest devices 
and continuous training to 
read the body language of pas-
sengers and to be aware of the 
latest methods followed by 
smugglers.

talabat supports ‘Stand with
Sudan’ aid programme 
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

talabat, the leading 
food and grocery 
delivery app in the 
region, has collabo-
rated with Qatar 
Airways, Monoprix and 
Qatar Charity in 
collecting and sending 
emergency aid to the 
victims of the devas-
tating floods in Sudan.

Citizens and resi-
dents of Qatar can 
donate through the 
talabat app, up until Sep-
tember 15. Francisco De 
Sousa,  Managing 
Director of talabat Qatar, said, 
‘We are combining forces again 
with Qatar Airways, Monoprix 
and Qatar Charity to support 
our brothers and sisters in 
Sudan after the devastating 
floods. 

Thousands of families need 
aid in the wake of these record-
breaking floods. By donating 
through talabat, you will be 
making a difference despite the 
distance, through helping us to 
fill up boxes of emergency food 
and supplies that will be sent 
to Khartoum on September 16, 
2020. 

To donate, download 
talabat from the App Store or 
Google Play and enter the 
Talabat app, change your 
delivery location to ‘Doha Fes-
tival City’, ‘Al Dafna’ or ‘The 
Pearl, go to Groceries, and 
Monoprix’s section titled 
“#QatarAirways box for 
#Sudan”, add the number of 
boxes you wish to donate. 

The payments to be done 
through card only (no cash 
accepted). Monoprix and 
talabat will deliver the boxes 
to Qatar Airways Cargo and be 
sent to Sudan.

PHCC: Workforce-integrated training
proved dynamic during COVID-19
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Primary Health Care Corporation 
(PHCC)’s Integrated Learning 
approach, with web-based and 
online trainings during 
COVID-19, for sustainable work-
force development was 
maximised during the pandemic, 
enhancing employee skills to 
provide the best clinical and 
heath care services in Qatar.

PHCC organised and delivered 
71 non-clinical courses, including 
e-learning, which was successfully 
completed by 3,978 employees. 
Meanwhile a total of 105 clinical 
courses, including e-learning, was 
successfully completed by xx 
employees. The total trainings 
received by each employee were 
higher given that each person reg-
istered for multiple courses. 

Layla Al Jasmi, Assistant 
Executive Director for Workforce 
Development and Training at 
PHCC, said, “We recently inten-
sified training courses to enhance 
the capabilities of all employees 
across departments. Individual 
development is key to furthering 
PHCC’s vision and mission; our 
teams receive ongoing profes-
sional training to remain up-to-
date with ongoing issues, and 
gear up for upcoming healthcare 
challenges.” 

As part of its Sustainability 
Plan, in the next five years, the 
Directorate will rely on the 
existing PHCC staff to implement 
its vision and strategic plans by 
developing and providing spe-
cialized health care services in 
Qatar. PHCC employees gain new 
knowledge, experience and com-
petencies through specialized 
trainers and centers, technical 
institutes or online courses. 

Layla Al Jasmi said: “We are 
working on building an advanced 
strategic basis for education and 
professional development in the 
health care sector, with emphasis 
on investing in the development 
of health care specialists, aligned 

with the workforce development 
strategy.” 

E-Learning or online training 
is a dynamic approach that is 
beneficial for both trainers and 
trainees. PHCC has adopted an 
integrated strategy to develop 
e-learning with ‘LMS365’, which 
is one of the most advanced 
systems for operating training 
and content delivery.

PHCC works collaboratively 
with external partners such as 
Hamad Medical Corporation 
(HMC), the Ministry of Adminis-
trative Development, Labour and 
Social Affairs (MADLSA), Sidra 
and Qatar National Library (QNL) 
on a set of strategic projects, 

including practical training and 
launching e-learning platforms 
with shared cost for 2020 to 
ensure cost-efficiency and 
effective management of the 
country’s resources, and provide 
requisite learning resources to 
PHCC professionals at the par-
ticipating establishments.  

PHCC also worked with 
MADLSA’s General Management 
Institute, which organizes 
training courses on employee 
promotion. The total number of 
courses in the administrative 
field was 15; 22 courses were 
organised in the specialised field; 
and 240 Qataris were promoted 
in 2020 in all levels. 

Intensive training programmes provided by PHCC to staff.

Samsung Galaxy Note20 5G 
now available at Ooredoo

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Ooredoo Qatar, the leading 
digital enabler in the transition 
to a 5G networked society, has 
announced that the exciting 
new Samsung Galaxy Note20 
5G and Samsung Galaxy Note20 
Ultra 5G are now available to 
purchase from Ooredoo eShop 
and selected outlets.

Fans of Samsung will 
appreciate the latest Samsung 
Galaxy Note for its top-of-the-
range hardware, including the 
improved S Pen which offers 
new features to control your 
phone remotely, and powerful 
Exynos 990 chip, up to 12GB of 
fast LPDDR5 RAM, and up to 
512GB of high-speed UFS 3.x 
storage with the Samsung 
Galaxy Note 20 Ultra. Its 
camera and gaming capacities 
alike offer users a superlative 
mobile experience.

As a further incentive to 
obtain this innovative 
5G-enabled handset, customers 
purchasing one or more 
Samsung Galaxy Note20 5G 
devices from the Ooredoo 
eShop and selected outlets will 
also be rewarded with up to 
17,000 Nojoom Points.

Director PR at Ooredoo, 
Sabah Rabiah Al Kuwari, said: 
“Ooredoo is very excited to give 
all customers the opportunity 
to operate this best-of-breed 
handset and maximise their 
experience of the developing 
5G digital ecosystem. The 
addition of a weighty Nojoom 
Points bonus to the package 
only further improves the deal.” 

The local launch of this 
novel and powerful handset 
marks the latest in a series of 
highly successful collaborations 
between Ooredoo Qatar and 
Samsung.

Passengers travelling through 

Umm Ghuwailina Metro Station 

can access a selection of goods 

and products with ease and is 

especially useful for commuters 

who are working on and around 

the clock schedule.

A view of newly-opened ‘MAAR’ 
convenience store at Umm Ghuwailina  
Metro Station.
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PHCC reminds parents to keep children 
safe, follow COVID-19 precautions
FAZEENA SALEEM 
THE PENINSULA

As children head back to 
school and being allowed 
to enter public places, 
parents have been urged 
and reminded to keep 
them safe and follow all 
COVID-19 precautions. 

Although children are 
less likely to develop 
severe symptoms of 
COVID-19, they can still 
get the virus and pass it 
onto other people, said 
Dr. Khalid Hamid 
Elawad, Health Pro-
tection Manager at Primary 
Health Care Corporation 
(PHCC). 

“It is very important to keep 
children safe,” he told The 
Peninsula.

“Qatar’s phased lifting of 
restrictions has enabled people 
to gradually enjoy more normal 
activities while also preventing 
new spikes and rises in cases. 
If children follow all preventive 
measures recommended by 
MoPH the risk of infection from 
COVID-19 is minimal,” he 
added. 

Dr. Elawad advised 
parents to monitor children 
for any signs of COVID-19, 
keep children healthy, remind 
them about preventive 
measures daily and help them 
cope stress. He also empha-
sised that children should not 
m i s s  o u t  r o u t i n e 
immunisation.

“Maintain distance between 
your children and other people 
while outside the home. Keep 
children at least six feet from 
other people,” he said. 

“Children 2 years old and 
older should wear a mask 

over their nose and mouth 
when in public settings where 
it’s difficult to practise social 
distancing. This is a public 
health measure people should 
take to reduce the spread of 
COVID-19 in addition to the 
other everyday preventive 
actions,” he added. 

He also advised people to 
clean and disinfect high-touch 
surfaces daily in household 
common areas (like tables, 
hard-backed chairs, doorknobs, 
light switches, remotes, 
handles, desks, toilets, and 
sinks). 

“Launder items, including 
washable plush toys as needed. 
Follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions. If possible, 
launder items using the 
warmest appropriate water 
setting and dry items com-
pletely. Dirty laundry of an ill 
person should be washed sep-
arately,” he said. 

Dr. Elawad emphasised 
taking extra precautions if an 
elderly relative or someone 
with chronic illness is living in 
the same house.  

“If you have family 

members in your home who 
have an increased risk for 
severe illness from COVID-19, 
consider extra precautions to 
separate your child from those 
people and maintain physical 
distancing. Consider post-
poning visits or trips to see 
older family members and 
grandparents because they are 
at higher risk to have compli-
cation if they contract 
COVID-19 infection,” he said.

Dr. Elawad recommended 
parents to help provide a sense 
of normalcy in a child’s life and 
encourage them to adopt the 
changes during COVID-19.

“Alongside, efforts should 
be made to encourage a sense 
of positivity. Help children see 
this as an opportunity to pick 
up a new skill or engage in a 
new hobby and be able to face 
the challenges in the current 
situation and learn how they 
can protect themselves and the 
others,” he said.

“Ensure that children 
understand what is required of 
them in terms of preventive 
measures while at school,” he 
added.

Children 2  years  old and 
older should wear a mask 
over their nose and mouth 
when in public settings 
where it’s difficult to 
practise social distancing. 
This is a public health 
measure people should 
take to reduce the spread 
of COVID-19 in addition to 
the other everyday  pre-
ventive actions.

Dr. Khalid Hamid Elawad, Health Protection Manager at PHCC

Winners of inaugural Nagham contest revealed
RAYNALD C RIVERA 
THE PENINSULA

The winners of the inaugural 
Nagham Competition organised 
by the Music Affairs Center was 
announced on Sunday on the 
Center’s official website and 
social media pages.

From among the 19 finalists, 
eight winners in four categories 
were chosen based on the 
decision of the jury and votes 
by the public. Videos of the 
finalists’  performances 
recorded in the Music Affairs 
Center production studio were 
posted on the Center’s YouTube 
channel on August 9, and public 
voting ran for  over a month to 
determine the audience choice 
winners.

In the piano category, Mia 
Park Torchinsky won the jury’s 
nod while Nidhikshana Paul 
was declared audience winner. 
In the other instruments cat-
egory, the winners were Abdul-
rahman Al Sowaidi (jury) and 
George Samir Dayoub 
(audience).

Winners in the Arabic 
singing category included 
Hashim Al Yafie (jury) and 
Ahmed Yaqoub (jury) while in 
the English singing category the 
winners were Arianne Sayegh 
(jury) and Nidhikshana Paul 
(audience).

Each of the winners chosen 
by the jury will receive 

QR15,000 while the winners 
selected via online voting will 
each take home QR10,000.

A final event which will see 
the awarding of the winners 
will be held, date and time of 
which will be announced soon, 
said the Music Affairs Center in 
its social media post.

The diverse lineup of 
finalists comprise Qataris and 
residents hailing from different 
countries, including Lebanon, 
Bangladesh, Syria, the UK, 
India, Egypt, Yemen, and Oman.

They were selected from 
among the many submissions 
by an esteemed jury to advance 
to the next stage of the compe-
tition. The competition, which 
was opened to amateur musi-
cians living in Qatar of any age 
and nationality, was divided 
into two main categories 

namely singing and solo per-
formance of any musical 
instrument. 

Under the Department of 
Culture and Arts at the Ministry 
of Culture and Sports, the Music 
Affairs Center continues to play 
an active role in supporting 
music activities in Qatar, devel-
oping talents and spreading the 
culture of music to citizens and 
residents.

It has been organising events 
for the community such as music 
festivals which focus on 
reflecting the importance of cul-
tural diversity of the commu-
nities residing in Qatar and 
reflect the ministry’s vision of 
stressing the importance of 
opening up to other cultures, in 
addition to concerts featuring 
prominent artistes and important 
musical compositions. 

Mia Park Torchinsky, winner in the piano category at the inaugural 
Nagham Competition, organised by the Music Affairs Center.

QRCS to establish 8 water plants in Sudan; delivers medical aid
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The high-profile delegation of 
Qatar Red Crescent Society 
(QRCS) to Sudan visited North 
Kordofan to sign a memorandum 
of understanding (MoU) with the 
Sudanese Red Crescent Society 
(QRCS), under which eight water 
plants would be constructed in 
the state to provide drinking 
water for 20,000 population.

QRCS was represented by its 
Secretary General, Ali bin Hassan 
Al Hammadi; Head of Interna-
tional Relations and International 
Humanitarian Law (IHL), Dr. 
Fawzi Oussedik; and Head of 
International Development, 
Nagla Al Hajj.

Accompanied by Secretary 
General of �Sudanese Red 
Crescent Society (SRCS), Dr. Afaf 
Ahmed Yahya, the delegation 
was received at the airport of Al 
Obeid by members of the state 
government.

The signing ceremony was 

attended by Governor of North 
Kordofan, Khaled Mostafa Adam, 
who held a meeting with the two 
parties at the Secretariat of State 
headquarters to discuss the 
ongoing efforts to reduce the 
impact of flash floods as well as 
the joint operations of QRCS and 
SRCS.

Then, the delegation visited 
the university hospital of Al Obeid 

to deliver medical supplies, 
which would help the hospital to 
control COVID-19 outbreak. They 
were met by the hospital’s 

general manager and members 
of the state government. The del-
egation visited the SRCS office in 
North Kordofan, where they met 

the volunteers and learnt about 
their current humanitarian 
activities.

Ali bin Hassan Al Hammadi 

said, “We are happy to be here 
with our brothers and sisters to 
sign this important agreement to 
construct water supply plants in 
several parts of North Kordofan. 
It coincides with devastating floods 
in most of the states of Sudan.” 

“In response, QRCS and other 
Qatari humanitarian organisa-
tions launched the Peace for 
Sudan relief campaign, under the 
supervision of the Regulatory 
Authority for Charitable Activ-
ities (RACA). In cooperation with 
SRCS, we are supplying health 
facilities with medical equipment 
and consumables to help them 
to protect their staff engaged in 
the coronavirus control,” said Al 
Hammadi

Dr. Afaf Ahmed Yahya 
thanked Qatar Fund for Devel-
opment (QFFD) for supporting 
the flood disaster response, 
sending thanks to the people of 
Qatar and QRCS for their imme-
diate action to stand by their 
brothers and sisters in Sudan.

Secretary-General of QRCS, Ali bin Hassan Al Hammadi, and Secretary-General of �Sudanese Red 
Crescent Society, Dr. Afaf Ahmed Yahya, signing an MoU during a ceremony.

Ministry of Culture, NAMA launch Life
Skills and Citizenship Education Program
QNA — DOHA

The first phase of the training 
workshops for the Life Skills and 
Citizenship Education Program 
has been launched by the 
Ministry of Culture and Sports in 
cooperation and partnership 
with the Social Development 
Center (NAMA) as a strategic 
partner.

More than a thousand young 
men and women from the youth 
centres affiliated with the Min-
istry of Culture and Sports par-
ticipate in this program, which is 
carried out remotely in several 
phases, with 80 participants in 
each phase.

Director of Youth Affairs 
Department at the Ministry of 
Culture and Sports Hussein 
Rashid Al Kubaisi said in a 
statement to Qatar News Agency 
that this program comes within 
the framework of achieving the 
Ministry’s strategy to empower 
youth, encourage their creativity 
and innovation and promote 
their motivation and leadership. 

The Ministry aims through this 
program to develop capabilities 
of youth and enhance the con-
cepts of citizenship and identity 
values they have, Al Kubaisi said.

He stressed that the program 
aims at qualitative development 
and investment of potential of 
youth, through a homogeneous 
system of training programs to 
prepare an empowered gener-
ation with intellectual capabil-
ities and knowledge that qualify 
them to contribute to a modern 
society and to meet the require-
ments of achieving Qatar 
National Vision 2030.

NAMA is considered a stra-
tegic partner for the program 
within the framework of acti-
vating the agreement signed 
with the Center at the third 
Qatar Youth Forum, and that 
Ministry  believes that the com-
munity partnership between the 
state institutions serves the 
advancement of the youth 
sector, through the implemen-
tation of a set of training work-
shops remotely, presented by 

experts and specialists from 
NAMA Center.

For her part, Director of 
Community Services at NAMA 
Maryam Abdullatif Al Mannai 
said that the implementation of 
Life Skills and Citizenship Edu-
cation workshops came in 
response to the findings of a 
study that was conducted to 
analysis the status of youth in 
the Qatar as these workshops 
cover 12 basic skills distributed 
on four integrated dimensions 
in order to constitute a lifelong 
process of teaching and 
learning.

She also noted that these 
workshops rely on the first 
national guide for the Life Skills 
and Citizenship Education, 
which was recently launched 
by NAMA Center in cooperation 
with the United Nations Popu-
lation Fund (UNFPA), with the 
aim of addressing the chal-
lenges facing youth and in 
response to the requirements 
of achieving Qatar National 
Vision 2030.

We are happy to be here 

with our brothers and 

sisters, to sign this 

important agreement to 

construct water supply 

plants in several parts of 

North Kordofan. It coincides 

with devastating floods in 

most of the states of Sudan.

Ali bin Hassan Al Hammadi 

QRCS Secretary General
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HIA expansion with Bayanat Engineering Qatar
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Qatar has announced an ambi-
tious project to expand the 
Hamad International Airport 
(HIA). The expansion will ensure 
HIA can accommodate the 
expected 60 million passengers 
that will be flying to Qatar during 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. The 
expansion will ensure guests 
flying to Qatar will be able to 
enjoy the amazing facilities 
available at HIA without being 
overcrowded. Around 11,720 
square feet of retail, food and 
beverage space will be added to 
the airport, ensuring guests can 
experience culinary delights from 
around the world and a luxury 
shopping experience.

The expansion will see a con-
tinuation of HIA’s existing water 
and wave theme by including an 
impressive 10,000 square-meter 
indoor tropical garden, complete 
with a 268 square-meter water 
feature.

When HIA opened in 2014, it 
could accommodate 30 million 
passengers a year, but pledged 

to slowly increase this number 
until it reached its goal of 60 
million in 2022. In order to 
accommodate this increase in 
passengers, the expansion will 
also increase its cargo handling 
capacity to 3.2 million tons. HIA 
is expected to reach this goal by 
2023.

During the current state of 
affairs, it is important to continue 

the development of the sectors, 
especially before FIFA 2022 
preparation for Qatar. There are 
undergoing developments in the 
Hamad International Airport, 
such as increasing safety and 
expansion. Bayanat Engineering 
Qatar, a trusted solution provider 
for Qatar Civil Aviation Authority,  
is currently implementing safety 
with current ongoing projects. 

General Manager 
of Bayanat Engi-
neering Qatar, Hassan 
Ezzedine, is always 
striving for success 
and having great 
vision for his 
company. Bayanat 
Engineering Qatar is 
the leading solutions 
provider for aviation 
and Engineering gov-
ernment sectors 
including Traffic Man-
agement, Military 
Defense, Airside and 
Terminal Systems 
with the deployment 
of a wide range of 
Communication, Nav-

igation, Surveillance, Meteoro-
logical, Passenger and Operation 
Management, Lighting, Security 
and Information Technologies. 

“Preparation for FIFA 2022 
is vital for Qatar — one of the 
aspects for Hamad International 
Airport is to be prepared for 
increased capacity of its pas-
sengers, while keeping the high 
standard of comfort and safety,” 

said Ezzedine. “Bayanat Engi-
neering Qatar always delivers 
best solutions for the Qatar Avi-
ation sector, in order to ensure 
the most efficient and the safest 
way for passengers to travel. We 
believe in trust and our track 
record is the indicator of that. 
Strong leadership, support of our 
shareholders, experienced team 
and our partners make Bayanat 
Engineering Qatar one of the 
strongest players in the market. 
Our goal is to achieve the best 
and more throughout our 
projects,” he added.

In order to ensure passengers 
feel comfortable flying and to 
ensure passenger safety, HIA has 
introduced multiple virus miti-
gation systems to ensure the 
airport is safe and secure for 
2022. The airport has introduced 
thermal screening for all pas-
sengers and staff. Their Smart 
Screening Helmet is a portable 
device that can take the temper-
ature of an individual via a con-
tactless measurement. 

Additionally, HIA has installed 
the Human Body Temperature 

Scanners by Bayanat Engineering 
Qatar that are accurate, efficient 
and precise. HIA has also cur-
rently employed a team of disin-
fectant robots, which have been 
deployed in busy areas of the 
airport to keep it safe and 
disinfected.

With increased passengers 
and an 11,720 square feet 
expansion, HIA is not only 
increasing in size but in terms of 
vulnerability to security threats. 
Bayanat Engineering Qatar is 
continuing to work for HIA and 
provide their innovative security 
solutions to HIA. This ensures 
passengers flying to Qatar for the 
2022 World Cup can have com-
plete confidence in their safety.

A computer-generated image of HIA's future expansion.

Turkish language course at Yunus
Emre center from September 20
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Yunus Emre Turkish 
Cultural Center in Doha has 
announced to launch on 
September 20, 2020, the 
autumn course to teach 
Turkish language, for all levels 
and grades. 

The course will continue 
until December 23, at a rate 
of 72 hours, and will be taught 
via Zoom platform, as part of 
distance education.

The centre said in a 
statement that the course for 
children from the age of six to 
fourteen years will start within 
the framework of the autumn 
courses and will be free, in 
addition to the course desig-
nated for the first level. 

Fees for the second level 
of the language course is 
$300.

All courses will be starting 
on coming Sunday under the 
supervision of ten qualified 
teachers who possess a high 
and distinguished degree of 
competence and experience 
in teaching Turkish language 
curricula.

The Yunus Emre Turkish 

Cultural Center in Doha has 
been introducing Turkish lan-
guage courses for all groups 
and levels, using the Zoom 
platform, in line with pre-
ventive measures imposed to 
avoid infection and curb 
spread of COVID-19.

The centre keeps pace 
with the continuous develop-
ments in order to facilitate the 
educational process and equip 
the participants with the nec-
essary capabilities to develop 
their language skills and 
enhance language command.  

During the last courses, the 
centre also recorded and 
broadcast contents of courses 
on the centre’s YouTube 
channel for the first time.

This is in addition to the 
continuing free language 
courses through its website 
(Learnturkish.com), where the 
centre concluded successfully 
the previous courses with 
online exams in which 90 stu-
dents participated in five aca-
demic levels, applying the 
direct interactive lessons 
system using Zoom.

A teacher is seen during a Turkish language class organised by the 
Yunus Emre Turkish Cultural Center in Doha.

WCM-Q research probes vulnerability 
of older people to COVID-19
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Population health experts at 
Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar 
(WCM-Q) have published 
research examining why 
COVID-19 poses such a severe 
threat to older people compared 
to other age groups. 

The paper highlights that 80 
percent of deaths in confirmed 
COVID-19 cases in the United 
States have been in adults aged 
over 65, and that data from April 
2020 shows a COVID-19 mor-
tality rate of 4–11 percent for 
those aged 65-84 and 10-25 
percent in those aged 85 and 
over. 

The research details the bio-
logical, social, demographic, 
behavioural and healthcare-
related factors which increase 
the vulnerability of people aged 
65 and over to respiratory pan-
demics. It also highlights that 
governments around the world 
have failed to learn from earlier 
coronavirus outbreaks, over-
looking the threat posed to older 
people by the current pandemic 
and consequently failing to take 
adequate action to protect this 
vulnerable group. 

Dr. Sathya Doraiswamy, 
Assistant Director of the Institute 

for Population Health (IPH) at 
WCM-Q, is the lead author of the 
research. He said: “Qatar has 
been very proactive in terms of 
protecting its population of older 
people, but in many other coun-
tries there has been compla-
cency, a failure to learn the 
lessons of previous respiratory 
disease outbreaks like SARS and 
MERS, and poorly coordinated 
responses leading to avoidable 
illness and mortality. This 
research calls for a more 
proactive approach to protecting 
the heath, wellbeing and dignity 
of older people.”

The research, which takes 
the form of a commentary, is 
entitled ‘Respiratory epidemics 
and older people’, and has been 
published in Age and Ageing, a 
leading UK medical journal. 
Other named researchers of the 
study are Dr. Ravinder Mamtani, 
Vice Dean for Student Affairs-
Admissions, Population Health, 
and Lifestyle Medicine, Dr. 
Sohaila Cheema, Assistant Dean 
of the Institute for Population 
Health, Dr. Amit Abraham, 
Projects Specialist and Instructor 
of Population Sciences, and Dr. 
Marco Ameduri, Associate Pro-
fessor of Physics and Senior 
Associate Dean for Pre-Medical 

Education, all of WCM-Q.
The researchers looked at 

data on COVID-19 and past pan-
demics from a number of coun-
tries, including the United States, 
the United Kingdom, South 
Korea, China and Italy to 
determine the factors contrib-
uting to the increased vulnera-
bility of older people to 
COVID-19 and similar respi-
ratory pandemics. 

Physiologically, old age is 
associated with a diminished 
immune system, cognitive 
impairment, and higher rates 
of chronic conditions such as 
diabetes, coronary heart 
disease, hypertension, kidney 
disease and cancer, all of which 
make individuals more vul-
nerable to the coronavirus. 
Recovery from any illness is less 
likely in frail people, recovery 
takes longer and those recov-
ering are more prone to further 
episodes of illness.

In addition, older people are 
more likely to have sedentary 
lifestyles, poor nutrition, difficulty 
communicating, and lower levels 
of health literacy. Social isolation, 
loneliness and inadequate 
housing are also more common 
among older people and nega-
tively affect health outcomes.  

FROM LEFT: WCM-Q researchers Dr. Amit Abraham, Dr. Sohaila Cheema, Dr. Ravinder Mamtani,  
Dr. Marco Ameduri. and Dr. Sathya Doraiswamy

Registration opens for fully virtual 
WISH 2020 global health summit
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Applications for the fifth edition of the 
biennial global health initiative World 
Innovation Summit for Health have 
opened. The event will take place in a 
unique virtual format from November 
15 to 19, under the banner ‘One World 
Our Health’.

Due to COVID-19 and worldwide 
travel restrictions, World Innovation 
Summit for Health (WISH) 2020 has 
been designed in an innovative digital 
and interactive format, extending the 
originally planned three-day summit 
to five days, and – for the first time – 
opening registration to all participants 
free of cost. 

The new format will encourage 
participation from international dele-
gates around the globe and provide 
ample time to discuss the nine 
healthcare topics and evidence-based 
policy recommendations. 

Five of this year’s discussion topics 
revolve around reports that are being 
produced in partnership with Imperial 

College London. These topics focus on 
climate change, the role that schools 
play in health, health in major sporting 
events, immunotherapy, and the rela-
tionship between mental health and 
digital technologies.

Professor the Lord Darzi of 
Denham, Executive Chair of WISH and 
also Director of the Institute of Global 
Health Innovation at Imperial College 
London, said, “At its heart, WISH is an 
inclusive global community striving to 
achieve a common goal of building a 
healthier society. WISH believes that 
dialogue and innovation are essential 
to make this universal ambition a 
reality. The current pandemic has 
clearly shown that complex healthcare 
challenges need a coordinated global 
response. 

“WISH 2020 is an opportunity to 
strengthen global collaboration to 
tackle the world’s most pressing health 
issues. Our distinguished forum chairs 
and forum members will explore 
diverse topics that urgently require 
interventions and will deliver fresh 

insights and strategies to overcome 
these critical challenges through inno-
vation and policy changes.”

Work on a report examining the 
relationship between climate change 
and health has been led by Dr. David 
Nabarro, Co-Director of the Institute 
of Global Health, Imperial College 
London and the World Health Organ-
ization’s Special Envoy on COVID-19. 
The report, which will be published to 
coincide with WISH 2020, will make 
the case for health as a means of 
changing political attitudes to climate 
change. 

A second report, on the Role of 
Schools on Child And Adolescent 
Health, will highlight how promoting 
healthcare-related activities at 
school can create a framework for 
improved health and educational 
outcomes. 

Given that crowded sporting events 
are high-risk environments for the 
transference of infectious diseases and 
incidents that may impact local health 
services, Health Challenges in Major 

Sporting Events will provide a 
framework to effectively plan for such 
issues. 

The Immunotherapy report and 
discussion will focus on addressing 
challenges faced by healthcare pro-
viders in this field, while Mental Health 
& Digital Technologies will investigate 
how new digital technologies can best 
be used to provide practical strategies 
as part of an integrated system for 
managing mental health issues.

This year’s winners of the WISH 
innovation competitions, set to be 
announced later this month, will 
showcase their healthcare inventions 
in a fully interactive Innovation Hub 

during WISH 2020, which will also 
include a library, where participants 
can engage with the authors of the 
WISH research reports, key speakers, 
and innovators. Additionally, the Inno-
vation Hub will feature a Wellness 
Room, where visitors can participate 
in sessions that foster wellness, 
including Pilates, yoga, and mind-
fulness. People will be able to access 
the Innovation Hub from the kick-off 
of WISH 2020, with its activities con-
tinuing to run until the end of 
December this year.

Interested participants can register 
via www.wish.org.qa  to attend the 
WISH 2020 summit.

Dr. David Nabarro

The new format will encourage 

participation from international 

delegates around the globe and 

provide ample time to discuss the 

nine healthcare topics and 

evidence-based policy 

recommendations. Five of this 

year’s discussion topics revolve 

around reports that are being 

produced in partnership with 

Imperial College London. 

General Manager of Bayanat 
Engineering Qatar, Hassan Ezzedine

‘Qatar Youth Hostels’ gets renewal of ISO certificate
QNA — DOHA

Qatar Youth Hostels has 
obtained the renewal of the 
(ISO 9001:2015) certificate for 
quality management system.

Obtaining the certificate 
followed an extensive external 
audit process that demon-
strated the compliance of the 
work system at Qatar Youth 
Hostels with the interna-
tionally-recognised standards, 
in accordance with the Inter-
national Organization for 
Standardization (ISO).

Qatar Youth Hostels said 

that obtaining the renewal of 
the (ISO 9001:2015) certificate 
came as part of the implemen-
tation of the development plan 
for the hostels, and working to 
provide high-quality services, 
stressing commitment to the 
continuous and serious devel-
opment that it adopts to 
maintain its position in the 
forefront, especially since the 
ISO certificate is one of the 
most important global certifi-
cates and is granted to institu-
tions in appreciation of their 
commitment to the standards 
set by the ISO.

Established in 1983, Qatar 
Youth Hostels obtained the 
second-class quality certificate 
from the International Youth 
Hostel Federation in March 
2019 for the second time, which 
was the first at the Arab level 
after obtaining it in 2015.

Qatar Youth Hostels seeks 
to enhance both internal and 
external tourism for youth and 
expand their horizons, enhance 
values and build youth capac-
ities in relevant human devel-
opment topics, and using the 
scientific method to approach 
nature.
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Lebanese Cabinet formation hits snags amid disagreements
AP — BEIRUT 

Lebanese officials held 11th-
hour negotiations yesterday 
over the formation of a new 
government, a process which 
hit snags over the weekend 
despite a looming deadline to 
deliver on a promise made to 
French President Emmanuel 
Macron.

The French leader has been 
pressing Lebanese politicians 
to form a Cabinet made up of 
independent specialists that can 
work on enacting urgent 
reforms to extract Lebanon 
from a devastating economic 
and financial crisis worsened 
by the devastating August 4 
explosion at Beirut port.

The small, cash-strapped 

country is in desperate need of 
financial assistance but France 
and other international powers 
have refused to provide aid 
before serious reforms are 
made. 

The crisis represents the 
biggest threat to Lebanon since 
the 15-year civil war that ended 
in 1990, and is largely blamed 
on decades of systematic cor-
ruption and mismanagement by 
Lebanon’s ruling class.

During Macron’s September 
1 visit to Lebanon, Lebanese 
politicians promised a new gov-
ernment would be formed 
within two weeks. With one day 
left before that deadline, Prime 
Minister-designate Moustapha 
Adib was expected to present 
his Cabinet lineup to President 

Michel Aoun yesterday. But 
instead, Adib only held further 
consultations with the 
President.

Adib’s French-supported 
efforts to form a government of 
experts without party loyalists 
hit snags the last few days, par-
ticularly after objections by Par-
liament Speaker Nabih Berri, 
the powerful head of Lebanon’s 
Shia Amal party.

Berri, an ally of the Shia 
Hezbollah group, is insisting on 
retaining hold on the Finance 
Ministry. 

The insistence emerged 
after the US administration 
slapped sanctions on his top 
aide last week.

Macron held a telephone 
call with Berri on Saturday, 
during which the speaker 
reportedly insisted that the 

Finance Ministry is traditionally 
controlled by Shias in Lebanon, 
according to his aides.

In a statement issued by his 
office later, Berri said he 
objected to the way the Cabinet 
formation was being under-
taken. However, Berri said he 
would be supportive of any ini-
tiative to stabilise the nation.

A government opposed by 
Lebanon’s two main Shia 
groups, both loyal to Iran, would 
find it difficult to pass a vote of 
confidence in parliament.

Adib, after meeting with 
Aoun yesterday, said he met the 
President for “further consul-
tations” and “we hope for the 
best.” 

Macron has visited Lebanon 
twice in less than a month, 

trying to force change on its 
leadership amid the crises and 
last month’s massive explosion 
in Beirut’s port.

The Beirut port blast, caused 
by the detonation of nearly 
3,000 tons of ammonium 
nitrates stored for years there, 
killed more than 190 people and 
injuring around 6,500. 

So far, no one has been held 
accountable for the explosion 
nor have officials provided 
answers to how such a cata-
strophic blast could have 
happened.

The turmoil comes to the 
backdrop of rising poverty, 
anger and divisions among the 
Lebanese. Authorities have also 
warned against instability that 
could lead to further unrest. 

Lebanese soldiers man a checkpoint after being deployed in the Beddawi area near the northern 
port city of Tripoli, yesterday. 

4 Lebanese soldiers killed in hunt for ‘terrorist’
AP — BEIRUT 

The Lebanese military killed a 
wanted militant leader during 
a raid in the country’s north that 
also left four of its troops dead, 
the army said yesterday.

The raid near the northern 
town of Minyeh occurred late 
Sunday and targeted the house 
of one of Lebanon’s most-
wanted extremists, Khaled 
Tellawi, who was blamed for 
an attack last month that killed 
three men in a northern village. 
Tellawi, a Lebanese national, 
was a member of an extremist 

group that had links to the 
Islamic State group.

An army statement said a 
shootout that saw at least one 
grenade explode killed three 
troops, while a fourth soldier 
later succumbed to his wounds 
early yesterday.

The army said troops 
chased Tellawi and two of his 
aides into the countryside, 
where Lebanese troops later 
killed Tellawi. Lebanese forces 
continue to search for his aides, 
the army said.

Lebanese media published 
a photo of a dead, man wearing 

a shirt stained with blood iden-
tified as Tellawi.

Authorities blamed Tellawi 
and three of his aides last 
month for a shooting in the pre-
dominantly Christian village of 
Kaftoun in north Lebanon that 
killed three men.

Security forces identified 
the four and tried to arrest one 
of the suspects, a Syrian citizen, 
in late August. The Syrian blew 
himself up by detonating explo-
sives he had to avoid arrest.

Since then, a search has 
been ongoing to find Tellawi 
and his aides.

Iran summons German envoy for remark over execution
AP — TEHRAN

Iran yesterday summoned 
Germany’s ambassador 
following his embassy’s crit-
icism of the execution last 
weekend of a wrestler.

The official IRNA news 
agency said a foreign ministry 
official told Ambassador Hans-
Udo Muzel at the meeting that 
the tweet about the wrestler, 
Navid Afkari, amounted to an 
“intervention” in Iran’s 
domestic affairs and strongly 
protested the move.

“Intervention in Iran’s inde-
pendent judicial affairs is not 
acceptable,” the statement 
quoted the unnamed official as 
saying, adding that the ambas-
sador was advised the embassy 
should not go “beyond its dip-
lomatic” duties.

The embassy had earlier 
yesterday said on its Twitter 
account that it was “deeply 

surprised” about the execution 
and suggested the wrestler was 
executed as part of Iran’s efforts 
to “silence opposing voices”.

Iran on Saturday executed 
Afkari, who was convicted of 
murder, despite an interna-
tional outcry to stop the 
execution.

Afkari’s case had drawn 
attention after a social media 
campaign portrayed him and 
his brothers, who remain in 
prison, as victims who were tar-
geted because they participated 
in protests against the gov-
ernment in 2018.

Authorities accused Afkari 
of fatally stabbing a water 
supply company employee in 
the southern city of Shiraz amid 
the unrest.

Earlier in September, Iran 
broadcast the wrestler’s tele-
vised confession. The segment 
resembled hundreds of other 
suspected coerced confessions 

aired over the last decade in the 
country.

The case revived a demand 
inside the country for Iran to 
stop carrying out the death 
penalty. Even imprisoned 
Iranian human rights lawyer 
Nasrin Sotoudeh, herself nearly 
a month into a hunger strike 
over conditions at Tehran’s Evin 
prison amid the coronavirus 
pandemic, passed word that she 
supported Afkari.

The International Olympic 
Committee in a statement 
shortly after Saturday’s exe-
cution said it was shocked and 
saddened by the news of the 
wrestler’s execution, and that 
the committee’s president, 
Thomas Bach, “had made direct 
personal appeals to the 
Supreme Leader and to the 
President of Iran this week and 
asked for mercy for Navid 
Afkari.” 

Germany, alongside other 

world major powers, signed the 
2015 nuclear deal with Iran 
aimed at capping Iran’s nuclear 
activities in return of sanction 
relief. 

Trump pulled out the US 
from the deal and reimposed 
sanction on Iran in 2018 but 
European powers including 
Germany remain in the deal.

In Geneva, The UN human 
rights experts condemned the 
execution and raised the alarm 
that it was the latest “in a series 
of death penalty sentences 
handed down in the context of 
protests” in Iran.

“Such flagrant disregard for 
the right to life through 
summary executions is not only 
a matter of domestic concern,” 
said the UN experts’ statement 
yesterday. 

“We call on the interna-
tional community to react 
strongly to these actions by the 
Islamic Republic of Iran.” 

Turkey does not

expect EU

sanctions over

dispute: FM

REUTERS — ISTANBUL

Turkey does not expect to face 
European Union sanctions 
over a dispute with Greece in 
the eastern Mediterranean, 
Foreign Minister Mevlut 
Cavusoglu said yesterday, a 
day after a Turkish survey 
ship pulled out of contested 
waters.

The EU says it fully sup-
ports member states Greece 
and Cyprus in their dispute 
with Turkey and has said it is 
drawing up potential sanctions 
if dialogue does not begin. The 
bloc’s leaders could make a 
decision at a summit on Sep-
tember 24-25.

Cavusoglu repeated 
Turkey was open to talks 
without pre-conditions, but 
added that the seismic 
research vessel Oruc Reis will 
soon resume operations after 
it anchored off Turkey’s 
southern coast on Sunday.

He said he did not expect 
EU leaders, who have already 
agreed modest sanctions 
against Turkey, to take further 
steps next week but such 
measures could not be ruled 
out.

“It could be against our 
ship, our company, indi-
viduals. They took such deci-
sions in the past. Have we 
given up on our determi-
nation? No, our determination 
increased,” he told broadcaster 
NTV.

Turkey’s Presidential 
spokesman Ibrahim Kalin 
tweeted yesterday  that a 
peaceful solution could be 
found. 

“Greece and EU countries 
must not waste the chance 
given for diplomacy and must 
take reciprocal steps,” he said, 
without elaborating.

Suspected Israeli strike 
kills 10 fighters in Syria
AGENCIES — BEIRUT/ISTANBUL 

A suspected Israeli airstrike on 
Iran-backed fighters in eastern 
Syria yesterday killed 10 
fighters, including eight Iraqis, 
a Syrian opposition war 
monitor reported.

Israel rarely comments on 
such reports, but is believed to 
have carried out scores of raids 
targeting Iran’s military 
presence in Syria in recent 
years.

The Britain-based Syrian 
Observatory for Human Rights 
said the air strike hit an area 
close the town of Boukamal 
near the Iraqi border. It added 
that the strikes also destroyed 
arms depots and ambulances 
were seen rushing to the area.

The Observatory said the 10 
killed were eight Iraqis and two 
Syrians. It said the strike is the 
third this month in Syria’s 
eastern province of Deir El Zour 
that borders Iraq.

The Observatory gave no 
further details. There was no 
comment from Syrian state 
media.

Meanwhile in northern 
Syria, an attack on a Turkish 
Red Crescent vehicle killed a 
member of the aid agency and 
wounded another, the group 
said yesterday.

Armed masked men 
wearing camouflage clothing 
travelling in two cars without 
license plates attacked the Red 
Crescent vehicle as it travelled 
through Al Bab, a Turkish-con-
trolled zone in northern Syria, 
the aid group said in a 
statement. It added the 
wounded person did not suffer 
life-threatening injuries, and 
would be taken to Turkey after 
initial medical treatment.

The Red Crescent said their 
vehicle was clearly marked 
with their logos. A third 
employee in the vehicle sur-
vived without injuries.

The Turkish defence min-
istry also condemned the attack 
in a statement, vowing "every 
measure is being taken on land 
and by air to catch the terrorists 
who attacked an aid organi-
sation which is untouchable 
under international law."

But the ministry did not 
blame any specific group for 
the killing.

Turkey is conducting oper-
ations in northeastern Syria 
aimed at driving out Kurdish 
militias and militants.

The Turkish army recap-
tured Al Bab from the Islamic 
State group in 2017 during 
Ankara's first cross-border 
offensive.

Turkey constructing new bridge
A view of the 1915 Canakkale Bridge construction site in Canakkale, Turkey, yesterday. After assembly 
work is completed, the Asian and European sides will be connected by a rope in Canakkale. 

Kuwait reports 
708 new COVID-19 
cases, 3 deaths
QNA — KUWAIT

The Kuwaiti Ministry of Health 
yesterday announced 708 new 
cases of coronavirus 
(COVID-19) in the past twenty-
four hours, bringing the total 
of cases in the country to 
95,472.

Ministry Spokesperson Dr. 
Abdullah Al Sanad said in a 
statement reported by KUNA 
that three deaths due to the 
virus have also been reported, 
bringing the death tally to 563.

He explained that the new 
cases included contacts with 
previously confirmed cases, 
and others under investigation 
for the source of infection and 
examining those in contact 
with them, pointing out that 
patients in intensive care units 
have reached 86.

The Kuwaiti Ministry of 
Health announced earlier 
Monday the recovery of 506 
people in the past twenty-four 
hours, bringing the total of 
recoveries from COVID-19 to 
85,501. 

Virus cases in
Oman top 90,000
QNA/ANATOLIA — MUSCAT

The Ministry of Health in the 
Sultanate of Oman reported 
yesterday that the total cases 
of coronavirus (COVID-19) in 
the Sultanate had reached 
90,222.

The Ministry said in a 
statement that the total 
number of COVID-19 related 
deaths stood at 790, while the 
recoveries reached 83,928, 
comprising 93 percent, 
according to Oman News 
Agency (ONA).

The statement indicated 
that 69 cases were admitted 
to the hospital in the past 24 
hours, bringing the total 
number of current hospitalized 
COVID-19-infected patients to 
497, of them 171 are in 
intensive care units. 

Elsewhere in the region, 
Palestinian health authorities 
registered 108 new infections 
from the coronavirus outbreak 
in the blockaded Gaza Strip 
yesterday. The territory’s tally 
rose to 1,927 confirmed cases, 
including 15 deaths and 243 
recoveries. 

UN peacekeepers rescue 
36 at sea off Lebanon
AFP — BEIRUT

A UN peacekeeping force 
yesterday rescued 36 people 
from a boat in international 
waters off Lebanon’s coast and 
recovered the body of another 
who had already died, it said.

The nationalities of the pas-
sengers and their intended des-
tination were not immediately 
clear, but Lebanon and neigh-
bouring island Cyprus have 
reported several migrant boats 
trying to leave the Middle 
Eastern country in recent 
weeks.

A UNIFIL “ship located at 
sea outside Lebanese territorial 
waters a boat with 37 people 
inside. Unfortunately, one of 
them had already passed 
away,” it said in a statement, 
without providing details on 

the cause of death. “The main 
priority for our peacekeepers 
was to rescue the remaining 36 
people,” it said.

It said all survivors were 
given medical treatment on 
board the UNIFIL ship, before 
being transferred to the Leb-
anese authorities.

The Lebanese army on Sep-
tember 8 said it had prevented 
a group of Syrians and their 
Lebanese handlers from illicitly 
leaving the country by sea from 
the northern city of Tripoli.

Cyprus the day before said 
it would send a team to 
Lebanon to help authorities 
stop boats with migrants 
heading for the Mediterranean 
island just 160km away.

Lebanon hosts around 1.5 
million people displaced from 
war-torn Syria. 

PM-designate Moustapha Adib’s French-
supported efforts to form a government of 
experts without party loyalists hit snags the 
last few days, particularly after objections by 
Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri, the powerful 
head of Lebanon’s Shia Amal party.



Millions of liberals 
and conservatives 
across the country 
- consciously or 
unconsciously - 
harbour anti-Chinese 
sentiments.
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EDITORIAL

QATAR and the US cemented their deep-rooted and 
strong relations further. At the third Qatar-US Strategic 
Dialogue being held in Washington, Deputy Prime Min-
ister and Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani said the meeting 
demonstrates the strength of bilateral relations, enabled 
by the mutual commitment between Amir H H Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani and US President H E Donald 
Trump that emphasizes broad areas of cooperation and 
close friendship between the two countries. 

In his speech at the opening session, H E the Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs said: “The 
signing of the Memorandum of Understanding for the 
Qatar-US 2021 Year of Culture, the MoU with the United 
States Agency for International Development and Qatar’s 
support to Fulbright scholarships, reflect the range and 
the depth of joint ties. The broad range of cooperation 
makes clear Qatar’s strong affinity with the American 
people. Qatar views the United States not simply as a 
partner but as an ally and friend.”

The intra-Afghan talks in Doha is the latest example 
of the close interaction between the two countries at 
the political level. Despite regional challenges, including 
the ongoing blockade against Qatar, cooperation 
between Qatar and the US has strengthened further.  
H E the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs thanked the US for its support for the Kuwaiti 
mediation to lift the blockade and stressed that Qatar’s 
foreign policy reflects the values of peace, stability and 
prosperity, which are the elements that represent the 
State’s national values.

On Sunday, Qatar’s Embassy in the US tweeted 
that Qatar and the US have long been partners in 
diplomacy, defence and the economy with nearly 50 
years of growing diplomatic relations. In another tweet, 
it said: “We take pride in not just being one of the top 
10 most innovative and educated societies, but also #1 
in terms of safety and security.”

Qatar ranked third in the world for economic per-
formance in 2019. The State’s education system has 
been ranked fourth globally while healthcare facilities 
have been ranked fifth best globally. Qatar has also 
been ranked as the safest country in the world for the 
fifth year in a row. 

Qatar has invested more than $200bn in the US 
economy, and the US has been one of the top investors 
in Qatar and Qatar’s development. The first Qatar-US 
Strategic Dialogue was held in Washington in January 
2018 while the second was held in Doha in January 
2019. Qatar-US relations are accelerating at a fast pace 
in all fields. The investments and cooperation between 
the two countries indicate a long-lasting partnership 
and friendship.

Qatar-US ties strong
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Quote of the day

Dialogue with China on human rights will continue. 

In the last 15 years, China has become much 

stronger economically and this means that the 

demand for reciprocity — for a level playing field — 

is of course very justified today.

 Angela Merkel, German Chancellor 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel during a video conference with European Council President Charles Michel, European Commission 
President Ursula von der Leyen and China’s President Xi Jinping, at the Chancellery in Berlin, Germany, yesterday.

I was a graduate student in 
Oxford when the planes 
crashed into the Twin Towers 
in New York. After hearing 
the news, I met up with a 
friend. We had been planning 
to attend a book reading, but 
instead, we held each other 
tightly and sobbed. 

At that moment, I did not 
understand that I was about 
to face even more heartbreak. 
In the ensuing days, Amer-
icans of Muslim, Arab and 
South Asian backgrounds - 
who were still grieving for 
their compatriots - were 
themselves assaulted, killed 
and blamed for the attacks.

On the 19th anniversary of 
that devastating day, a similar 
tragedy is unfolding for 
Americans of Chinese and 
East Asian ancestry. These 
communities are facing the 

challenges and uncertainties 
of the global pandemic com-
pounded by a “second pan-
demic” of anti-Asian violence.

Almost 2,600 incidents 
were reported between 
March and early August, 
including attempted murder, 
death threats, verbal assaults, 
and a huge spike in online 
racism across the United 
States. During this pandemic, 
31 percent of Asian Americans 
report being the subject of 
slurs or jokes and 26 percent 
worry about being threatened 
or physically attacked. These 
numbers are higher than for 
any other racial group.

Just as September 11 
prompted a resurgence of 
Islamophobia, the pandemic 
has catalysed a new wave of 
Sinophobia. Historians have 
chronicled American Sino-
phobia dating back to the 
1850s and its government 
sanction in numerous laws 
including the 1882 Chinese 
Exclusion Act.

While much has rightly 
been made of US President 
Donald Trump’s jingoistic 
emphasis on the origin of the 
coronavirus and the tepid 
response of the Justice 
Department to anti-Asian vio-
lence, focusing solely on these 
actors detracts from an 
uncomfortable truth.

Millions of liberals and 
conservatives across the 
country - consciously or 
unconsciously - harbour anti-
Chinese sentiments. They 
view those of Chinese 
ancestry and other Asian 
Americans, as competent and 
hard-working but also 
cunning, unidimensional and 

clannish. After all, if the virus 
had originated in Sweden, 
would we be seeing the same 
kinds of attacks on Scandi-
navian Americans?

The prevalence and 
intensity of Sinophobia has 
shifted with the changing 
political, economic, and social 
relationship between the US 
and China. According to a recent 
report from the Pew Research 
Center, 73 percent of Americans 
hold an unfavourable view of 
China, up from 47 percent in 
2018. The escalating trade war, 
China’s human rights abuses, 
and Trump’s rhetoric have trig-
gered the shift.

Given the longstanding 
perception of Chinese Amer-
icans as alien, policy positions 
against China often lead to neg-
ative actions against Americans 
of Chinese ancestry. A similar 
fate plagues other immigrants 
and people of colour who are 
considered perpetually foreign, 
despite their allegiance to and 
investment in the US. One of 
the most egregious examples is 
that of the 120,000 Japanese 
Americans who were interned 
during World War II due to 
suspicions about their loyalties.

Sinophobia is a byproduct 
of a racialised state. While the 
history and experience of the 
Chinese in America is different 
from other racial groups, anti-
Asian sentiment forms a pow-
erful, self-perpetuating foun-
dation that undergirds the vio-
lence we are witnessing today. 
Most of us readily denounce 
anti-Asian bias, but we have 
not acknowledged our tacit 
complicity in it. Nor have we 
taken seriously the power and 
responsibility we have to 

prevent it.
Acknowledging Sino-

phobia cannot come at the 
expense of the overdue focus 
on anti-Black racism. 
Addressing both of these as 
part of a broader agenda 
exposes the shared origins of 
racial oppression. It also cuts 
against the dominant narrative 
that pits minority groups 
against one another rather 
than uniting them in solidarity.

Confronting bias against 
Asian Americans or any other 
racial minority is a daunting 
task. Doing so requires three 
things: acknowledging biases 
and recognising that they can 
be altered; engaging friends, 
family, and co-workers who 
make disparaging remarks and 
confronting hate in public set-
tings; and identifying institu-
tional racism and demanding 
changes from schools, media 
organisations, and employers. 

As the events of the last 
few months have so tragically 
demonstrated, racially-based 
violence remains pervasive in 
the United States. Not all 
forms of racism are the same, 
but they share a goal to sub-
ordinate and dehumanise a 
group of people. 

It is time to recognise and 
confront the forces that seek 
to perpetuate inequality, 
regardless of the group 
affected. This requires us to 
end the silence at our dinner 
tables, in our classrooms, and 
at the (virtual) water cooler. 
As risky as it feels to step into 
the fray, our continued 
inaction is even riskier.

Aly Kassam-Remtulla is 
Associate Provost at Prin-
ceton University.

FARNOOSH TORABI  
BLOOMBERG

One of the few bright spots in 
a very challenging year has 
been the monthly emails from 
my budgeting app showing 
huge declines in my spending. 
I can’t take much credit for 
the drops, given all the 
COVID-19 restrictions and 
risks that have prevented my 
family from spending at usual 
capacity. But still, it’s nice to 
see something moving in the 
right direction.

The app says we’ve been 
saving between $2,000 to 
$3,500 each month since 
March. And compared to the 
same period in 2019, our 
credit-card balances are 
down 25% to 30%, led by a 
complete halt in travel, dining 
out and my thrice-annual 
hair-color appointments. 

This echoes some of the 
broader spending trends in 
the US According to the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
categories like clothing, rec-
reation and food services 

experienced rapid declines in 
the second quarter of 2020, 
compared with previous 
quarters.  Some of these pan-
demic spending habits are 
here to stay, at least for a 
while. I estimate that my new 
lifestyle can save me about 
$10,000 a year at no cost to 
my overall fulfillment. 
Instead, it can open my bank 
account up to the things 2020 
has led me discover matter 
more. Self-care and 
grooming. I’m not giving up 
on myself, but I don’t need all 
the pricey wellness stuff that 
Instagrammers have been 
telling me is essential. You 
know what is actually 
essential? Sleep, water and 
staying off social media.  

That said, I did pay over 
$100 for a fancy haircut in 
August, for which I drove into 
Manhattan. It was my first 
chop in seven months, and I 
immediately felt revived. My 
gray roots, however, can wait. 
And they can be handled by a 
$29 at-home coloring kit in 
lieu of the $200 salon 

appointment. I tried the DIY 
kit once, deemed it a success 
and now I’m hooked. 

Manicures ($80 per month) 
will also make a comeback, 
but they’ll be far more seldom. 
And as we became more cost-
conscious in the pandemic, I 
learned by trial that the 
Target-brand face scrub ($4) 
can be just as effective as the 
fancy stuff ($24). 

Estimated annual savings: 
$1,400: Fancy food brands. I 
do far more food shopping 
now than before the pan-
demic, and it’s taught me how 
to get the most bang for my 
buck while still eating 
healthily. 

Estimated annual savings: 
$1,500: Fast fashion. With 
nowhere super exciting to go 
these days, my closet has 
remained the same since 
March. Once the world 
reopens for good, I’ll be more 
inclined to buy a new blazer 
or colorful dress. But “fast 
fashion” clothing from the 
likes of Zara and H&M will no 
longer be my go-to picks. I’ve 

realized that a closet full of 
clothing is useless. 

Estimated annual savings: 
$250: Weeknight take-out. In 
June 2020, restaurants 
accounted for 1.2% of our 
overall credit card statement, 
compared with almost 8% the 
year prior, when we ate out 
(or ordered in) some five 
nights per week. 

Estimated annual savings: 
$5,000: $30 workout classes. 
Old Farnoosh would blindly 
drop $300 a month on fancy 
fitness classes such as cardio 
boxing and barre, but in the 
past six months, I’ve paid for 
all but one outdoor workout 
class due to studio closures.

Estimated annual savings: 
$1,800: I’m sure that once the 
world resumes a greater level 
of normalcy, we’ll revert to 
our old spending habits. I, for 
one, can’t wait to travel some-
where other than the super-
market. But the recession has 
undoubtedly taught me some 
big lessons about what I care 
about and what I can manage 
on my own.  

Sinophobia, the new Islamophobia
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Protests erupt in Ivory Coast
over Ouattara’s third term bid
AFP — ABIDJAN

Protests against Ivory Coast 
President Alassane Ouattara’s 
contentious plan to run for a 
third term turned violent in 
several cities yesterday as fears 
grow of a repeat of a conflict 
that claimed 3,000 lives in the 
West African country a decade 
ago.

In the economic capital 
Abidjan, protesters torched a 
bus in the working-class district 
of Yopougon, after scuffles 
broke out earlier in the day 
between security forces and 
youths. The district is thought 
to be a fief of exiled former 
president Laurent Gbagbo, 
whose supporters have filed an 
application for him to run in the 
October 31 presidential election.

It was Gbagbo’s refusal to 
concede defeat to Ouattara after 
the 2010 election that sparked 
the bloody conflict in the former 
French colony, formerly a 

beacon of stability and pros-
perity in the region.

In the centre-west city of 
Bangolo, demonstrators set fire 
to a mining truck and other 
vehicles yesrterday, according 
to a resident who requested 
anonymity, who added that 
gendarmes dispersed them with 
tear gas.

Witnesses said security 
forces took down barricades set 
up by protesters on several 
roads in the west of the former 
French colony.

Around 15 people have died 
in violence since Ouattara, 78, 
announced last month that he 
would run for a third term.

Although the constitution 
limits presidents to two terms, 
Ouattara and his supporters 
argue that a 2016 constitutional 
tweak reset the clock.

The president had previ-
ously committed to not running 
again, but he changed his mind 
after the sudden death of his 

anointed successor, prime min-
ister Amadou Gon Coulibaly, 
from a heart attack in July.

The constitutional council 
is expected to release a list this 
week of the candidates who will 
be allowed to contest the vote 
from among 44 applicants, with 
two of the most prominent 
hopefuls — Gbagbo and former 
rebel leader Guillaume Soro — 
expected to be sidelined.

The electoral commission 
has said that anyone convicted 
of a crime will be disqualified 
and has already barred Soro 
from running as he was sen-
tenced in April to 20 years in 

prison for “concealment of 
embezzlement of public funds”.

Gbagbo has been sentenced 
in absentia to a 20-year term 
over the looting of the local 
branch of the Central Bank of 
West African States during the 
2010-11 crisis.

Former president Henri 

Konan Bedie is expected to be 
the opposition’s mean flag-
bearer, and his PDCI party 
nominated the 86-year-old as 
its candidate on Saturday.

At a rally attended by tens 
of thousands of supporters in 
the capital Yamoussoukro, 
Bedie pledged if elected to work 

for “the unconditional return of 
all exiles, as well as the release 
of all political, civilian and mil-
itary prisoners from the post-
election crisis”.

Bedie is seeking to return to 
the presidency after he was 
ousted in the country’s first 
coup in 1999.

A burnt bus belonging to the Abidjan Transport Company is seen after it was set on fire by opposition 
demonstrators in Youpougon, a popular district of Abidjan, Ivory Coast, yesterday. 

‘Hotel Rwanda’ hero 
charged with terrorism 
AFP — KIGALI

Paul Rusesabagina, whose 
actions during the genocide 
inspired the Oscar-nominated 
film “Hotel Rwanda”, was 
charged yesterday with 
terrorism and other serious 
crimes in his first court 
appearance in Kigali.

Appearing drained, Ruse-
sabagina appealed to the court 
to grant him bail to seek 
medical attention, however the 
prosecution argued he was a 
flight risk and a ruling was 
pushed to Thursday.

Rusesabagina, who had 
become a high-profile critic of 
the government and has been 
living abroad for years, 
appeared last month in hand-
cuffs and under arrest in Kigali.

His family say he would 
never have returned home of 
his own accord, and believe he 

was kidnapped while in Dubai. 
Neither Kigali nor any foreign 
government have given an 
account of his arrest.

There was a heavy police 
presence as Rusesabagina, who 
is credited with saving more 
than 1,200 Rwandans during 
the genocide by sheltering them 
in a hotel, made his first 
appearance in court.

He is facing 13 charges 
including terrorism, financing 
and founding militant groups, 
murder and arson and con-
spiracy to involve children in 
armed groups.

The stony-faced defendant, 
wearing a face mask, refused 
to enter a guilty or not-guilty 
plea, with his lawyers arguing 
that this will be asked of him 
when the trial begins in sub-
stance. “Like my lawyers have 
said, I am sick and in need of 
constant medical care. In the 

past two weeks, I have been to 
hospital three times. I request 
for bail and I guarantee the 
court that I will not flee from 
justice,” said Rusesabagina.

The 66-year-old is a cancer 
survivor and suffers from a 
heart condition and hyper-
tension, both requiring ongoing 
medication, his family have said 
previously. Rusesabagina’s 

heroic tale has grown more 
complex than the film suggests, 
with survivors of the slaughter 
that left 800,000 mostly Tutsis 
dead accusing him of profiting 
off their misery.  Supporters of 
the former manager of the 
Hotel Mille Collines believe 
Kigali has worked to tarnish his 
image due to his strident crit-
icism of the government.

10 children die in Tanzania school fire
REUTERS — DAR ES SALAAM

Ten Tanzanian schoolchildren 
were killed when a dormitory 
at a privately-owned primary 
school in the north of the 
country caught fire, a senior 
government official said 
yesterday.

Police, the fire department 
and other government officials 
have started an investigation 
into the fire, the cause of which 
is unknown, Marco Gaguti, the 

regional commissioner for 
Kagera, told Reuters by phone.

“This dormitory was 
housing 74 pupils and when it 
caught fire the pupils started 
fleeing, but due to the impact 
of the fire some couldn’t make 
it on time,” Gaguti said.

Seven other children suf-
fered from burns during the 
inferno, which started before 
midnight.

Police are working with rel-
atives of the pupils to identify 

the charred bodies, Gaguti said, 
adding that investigators are 
expected to establish the source 
of the fire in the next 14 days.

Mbaraka Mahmoud, the 
chairman of Itera village where 
the school is located, said he 
was woken up after midnight. 
When he dashed to the scene 
of the inferno, he found vil-
lagers struggling to stop the fire 
which had engulfed a large part 
of the dormitory.

A roll call of the students 

later showed some pupils were 
missing, prompting rescuers to 
start digging through the black 
rubble and burnt iron sheets to 
find the bodies, he said.

“It is a sad day in our village. 
Parents, relatives and villagers 
are devastated,” Mahmoud said.

Twelve secondary school 
students were killed in 2009 
when a fire razed a dormitory 
in Iringa, a region located in the 
central area of the East African 
nation.

“Hotel Rwanda” hero Paul Rusesabagina (centre) appears with his 
lawyers at the Kicukiro Primary court in Kigali, Rwanda, yesterday. 

Call to free journalist
Algerian protesters call for the release from jail of journalist Khaled Drareni, in Algiers, yesterday. 
Drareni is battling a three-year jail term handed down in August for his coverage of the Algerian 
protests. He denies a slew of charges against him, insisting at his appeal that he was just doing his 
job in a case seen as a barometer of press freedoms in the country.

Two dead, trucks 
ambushed on road 
to Mozambique’s 
gas-rich north

AFP — MAPUTO

Suspected militants in Mozam-
bique’s insurgency-hit north 
have attacked two trucks 
transporting passengers, 
killing at least two people and 
further undermining road 
access to a gas-rich area, 
military sources said Sunday.

Militants seized the key 
port town of Mocimboa da 
Praia in Cabo Delgado 
province last month, less than 
80 kilometres (50 miles) south 
of one of Africa’s biggest liq-
uefied natural gas (LNG) 
investment projects off the 
Afungi peninsula.

The Mozambican army has 
no yet managed to regain 
control of the area, where vio-
lence has intensified since the 
insurgency took hold in 2017.

On Saturday, suspected 
militants ambushed two cargo 
trucks carrying passengers 
from the northeastern town of 
Palma to the district of 
Nangade, near the Tanzanian 
border. Two unnamed military 
sources confirmed the attack, 
which took place near an army 
post 40 kilometres (25 miles) 
from Palma.

“Assistance was provided 
but at the moment two deaths 
and many injured are con-
firmed,” said a soldier who 
witnessed the attack, 
explaining that one of the 
trucks crashed into a tree.

The victims were taken to 
hospital in Nangade.

A high-ranking officer in 
Palma said the ambush signif-
icantly raised the threat level 
posed by insurgency.

“The vehicles circulated 
without military escort 
because we assumed that the 
route was safe”, he said.

“With this attack we can 
assume that we are isolated 
from the rest of the province 
and the country. Right now the 
only safe way to get in and out 
of the Palma is by air.” The 
trucks were travelling along 
one of the main roads into 
Palma, which sits alongside 75 
trillion cubic feet of LNG.

The town is the base for a 
$23bn gas exploration project 
developed by French oil giant 
Total, as well as other invest-
ments by American-owned 
Exxon-Mobil and Italy’s Eni.

“We are surrounded and 
at this moment the defence 
and security forces have 
neither the conditions nor the 
capacity to repel the insur-
gents from Palma and recover 
Mocimboa da Praia,” confided 
another military officer based 
in the town. 

Militants have launched a 
series attacks on villages and 
towns in Cabo Delgado over 
the past three years, killing 
more than 1,500 people and 
displacing at least 250,000.

The group has grown 
bolder in recent months. Their 
attacks have already rendered 
the road network between 
provincial capital Pemba and 
Palma impassable.

COVID-19 

deaths in Africa 

surpass 32,600
ANATOLIA — ADDIS ABABA

The number of fatalities due 
to the novel coronavirus in 
Africa has reached 32,625, the 
Africa Centres for Disease 
Control and Prevention said 
in an update yesterday.

At least 1,353,283 people 
across the continent has so far 
been confirmed positive for 
the virus, it said, while 
1,090,676 people recovered.

The worst affected of the 
five geographic regions in the 
continent is Southern Africa 
with 703,600 cases and 16,600 
deaths, according to the 
update. At least 615,800 
people have recovered from 
the virus in that region.

North Africa recorded 
272,700 cases and West Africa 
168,600, while East Africa saw 
152,300 cases and Central 
Africa 56,200.

At least 9,500 people died 
of the virus in North Africa, 
3,000 in East Africa, 2,500 in 
West Africa and 1,100 in 
Central Africa.

Meanwhile, Ethiopan 
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed on 
Sunday inaugurated a new 
coronavirus field hospital, 
which has a capacity to 
accommodate 200 critical 
patients.

Ethiopia as of Sunday 
reported 64,301 cases, 1,013 
deaths  and 24 ,983 
recoveries.

The Horn of Africa country 
conducted more than 1 million 
laboratory tests since March.

In Mali’s conflict-hit north, 
the coup seems far away
AFP — TIMBUKTU, MALI

Malian army lieutenant Abdoul 
Kadri leads a patrol through the 
bustling streets of the desert 
city of Timbuktu, gun by his 
side.

The concerns of the capital 
Bamako, still reeling after last 
month’s military coup that 
ousted president Ibrahim Bou-
bacar Keita, seem far away.

“We go from check point to 
check point,” Kadri says, 
explaining that his unit patrols 
the whole city, which was once 
a centre of medieval Islamic 
scholarship.

Kadri’s soldiers patrol in 
vehicles mounted with high-
calibre machine guns — a 
reminder of the lingering threat 
of violence in Timbuktu.

Since it first broke out in the 
north in 2012, Mali has 
struggled to contain a brutal 
Islamic insurgency, which has 
since spread to central Mali as 
well as neighbouring Burkina 
Faso and Niger.

Thousands of civilians and 
soldiers have died in the con-
flict, which has also exacted a 
heavy economic toll on the 
already impoverished West 
African state.

Exasperation over the sit-
uation contributed to a wave 
of protests against Keita, which 

led up to his ouster the August 
18 coup.

The political upheaval has 
shown few signs of changing 
facts on the ground, however. 
Twenty Malian soldiers have 
been killed since the coup.

Colonel Boubacar Sanogoh, 
commander of Timbuktu’s mil-
itary zone, said Mali’s new 
political reality demanded 
extra caution.

“We must be vigilant 
because in such situations, the 
enemy lurking in the shadows 
could take advantage of negli-
gence,” he said.

Mali’s military junta on Sat-
urday backed an 18-month 
transition government, after 
three days of talks on restoring 
civilian rule with political offi-
cials and civil society figures in 
Bamako.

As the talks were pro-
ceeding, junta officers also 
visited army camps around the 
country to ensure military 
unity, an army officer who 
requested anonymity told AFP.

But beyond Bamako, life in 
Mali’s turbulent north and 
centre has changed little. The 
region’s many farmers, for 
example, are focused on the 
rainy season. United Nations 
bodies and many NGOs in Mali 
have also worked through the 
coup without pause.

About 1.7 million lose jobs in Kenya due to virus
ANATOLIA  — NAIROBI, KENYA 

A total of 604 firms in Kenya 
sent workers home due to the 
coronavirus fallout, the Feder-
ation of Kenya Employers (FKE) 
said yesterday.

Speaking to Kenya’s local 
daily the Nation, the FKE said 
at least 33 jobs were lost in 
every modern sector company 

between March and August 
2020. The Kenya National 
Bureau of Statistics estimated 
that around 1.7 million people 
have been made redundant due 
to the outbreak during this time, 
a figure FKE is terming as 
conservative.

Jacqueline Mugo, the FKE 
executive director, said the 
“reality is far worse than this.” 

“The worst is yet to come as 
workers continue to grapple 
with the impact of the pan-
demic, especially the conse-
quences of the abrupt shutting 
down of economic activities,” 
she was quoted as saying.

The country accumulated a 
debt of 410 billion Kenyan shil-
lings ($3.7bn) in the first 90 
days of the outbreak.

Around 15 people 
have died in violence 
since Ouattara, 78, 
announced last month 
that he would run for 
a third term.
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Modi faces litmus test
as Parliament reopens
AP — NEW DELHI

After a five-month absence, 
Indian lawmakers returned to 
Parliament yesterday with the 
government’s response to the 
coronavirus pandemic, the 
nosediving economy and 
simmering tensions with China 
setting the stage for a turbulent 
session.

The 18-day session comes 
as coronavirus infections in 
India surge faster than any-
where else in the world. The 
more than 92,000 new cases 
added yesterday raised India’s 
total past 4.8 million. More than 
79,700 people have died.

Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi told reporters before Par-
liament resumed that he hoped 
the session will be productive.

“Parliament session is 
beginning in distinct times. 
There’s corona and there’s 
duty,” Modi said.

Lawmakers will wear masks 
and sit in seats separated by 
transparent plastic sheets while 
in Parliament and sessions will 
be shortened among other 
health protocols to guard 
against the virus. Opposition 
parties have protested one 

action: the cancelling of 
Question Hour, when law-
makers ask questions to min-
isters and hold them 
accountable for the functioning 
of their ministries.

The Parliament session is 
expected to be challenging for 
Modi and his government.

It includes laying out 
measures to revive an economy 
that shrank by nearly 24 percent 
in the last quarter, the most of 
any major country, and trying 
to stop a virus surge worsened 
by a weak and underfunded 

health care system. Other 
moves could be attempted to 
mitigate rising unemployment 
and solve a bitter military 
standoff with China, three 
months after their deadliest 
military confrontation in 
decades.

Yesterday, Modi appealed 
to all political parties to stand 
in solidarity with soldiers 
guarding India’s borders even 
as opposition parties demanded 
more clarity on the govern-
ment’s response in the standoff 
with China.

The border tensions in the 
cold-desert Ladakh region 
escalated in June to a medieval 
clash that killed 20 Indian sol-
diers. The Asian giants have 
accused each other of sending 
soldiers into rival territory and 
firing warning shots for the first 
time in 45 years, threatening a 
full-scale military conflict.

The foreign ministers of the 
two countries have agreed to 
deescalate the border tensions, 
but resolving the impasse is 
expected to be a long process.

Modi also said that his gov-
ernment will not rest until a 
vaccine is developed to fight the 
coronavirus.

But many opposition law-
makers worry that his gov-
ernment looks like it is not in 
control.

Main opposition Congress 
party leader Rahul Gandhi tar-
geted Modi over the spike in 
virus cases and accused the 
government of implementing 
the lockdown without a plan.

“Unplanned lockdown was 
the gift of one man’s ego, which 
led to the spread of coronavirus 

across the country,” Gandhi 
tweeted yesterday.

Millions of Indians lost their 
jobs instantly and tens of thou-
sands of migrant workers, out 
of money and fearing star-
vation, poured out of cities and 
headed back to villages when 
Modi ordered the nationwide 
lockdown on March 24.

The unprecedented 
migration not only hollowed out 
India’s economy but also spread 

the virus to the far reaches of the 
country. Restrictions were eased 
since to revive the economy, 
even as virus cases grew.

In his tweet, Gandhi also 
referred to a video Modi shared 
last month on Instagram where 
he was strolling with peacocks 
at his residence.

Gandhi said the people of 
India have to “save their own 
lives because PM is busy with 
peacocks”.

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi speaks to the media inside the Parliament premises on the first 
day of the monsoon session, in New Delhi yesterday.

New Zealand to

lift virus curbs

on September 21

except Auckland

REUTERS — WELLINGTON

New Zealand will lift corona-
virus restrictions across the 
country on September 21, 
except in its biggest city, 
Auckland, which is the 
epicentre of a second wave of 
infections, Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern said yesterday.

Ardern said Auckland’s 
restrictions would be reviewed 
next Monday. She also said the 
government would immedi-
ately ease all physical dis-
tancing requirements on 
planes, a boost for Air New 
Zealand, which has had to 
limit passengers on its planes 
for months.

“I know this change will 
make a real difference to Air 
New Zealand and those parts 
of the country seeking 
increased numbers of visitors,” 
Ardern said in a news con-
ference in the South Island city 
of Dunedin, where she is on an 
election campaign trip. Masks 
will still be mandatory on all 
public transport, she said.

New Zealand, a nation of 
five million, had appeared to 
have succeeded in halting com-
munity transmission of 
COVID-19, but a fresh outbreak 
in Auckland in August 
prompted the government to 
place the city back in lockdown.

Prime Minister Jacinda 
Ardern, who is facing a general 
election on October 17, scaled 
back the restrictions this 
month, but the city is still 
under alert level 2.5, meaning 
social gatherings of more than 
10 people are not allowed.

The Cabinet will review 
the current rules for Auckland 
at its meeting on September 
21, with a view to increase 
gathering limits if the situation 
stays stable.

China laying cables to bolster communications at border: India
REUTERS — LEH

Two Indian officials said 
Chinese troops were laying a 
network of optical fibre cables 
at a western Himalayan flash-
point with India, suggesting 
they were digging in for the long 
haul despite high-level talks 
aimed at resolving a stand-off 
there.

Such cables, which would 
provide forward troops with 
secure lines of communication 
to bases in the rear, have 
recently been spotted to the 
south of Pangong Tso lake in the 
Himalayan region of Ladakh, a 
senior government official said.

China’s foreign ministry did 
not immediately respond to 

questions on the matter, while 
defence officials could not 
immediately be reached for 
comment.

Thousands of Indian and 
Chinese troops backed by tanks 
and aircraft are locked in an 
uneasy stalemate along a 
70km-long front to the south of 
the lake. Each country has 
accused the other of escalating 
the standoff.

A third Indian official said 
on Monday that there had been 
no significant withdrawals or 
reinforcements on either side 
since the foreign ministers of 
the two countries met last week.

“It is as tense as earlier,” he 
said.

Above Leh, Ladakh’s main 

city, Indian fighter planes flew 
throughout the morning, their 
engines booming and echoing 
across the valley surrounded by 
brown, barren mountains.

“Our biggest worry is that 
they have laid optical fibre 
cables for high-speed commu-
nications,” the first official said, 
referring to the lake’s southern 
bank, where Indian and Chinese 
troops are only a few hundred 
metres apart at some points.

“They have been laying 
optical fibre cables on the 
southern bank at breakneck 
speed,” he said.

Indian intelligence agencies 
noted similar cables to the north 
of the Pangong Tso lake around 
a month ago, the second gov-

ernment official said.
The first Indian government 

official said the authorities were 
alerted to such activity after sat-
ellite imagery showed unusual 
lines in the sand of the high-
altitude deserts to the south of 
Pangong Tso.

These lines were judged by 
Indian experts — and corrob-
orated by foreign intelligence 
agencies - to be communi-
cation cables laid in trenches, 
he said, including near the 
Spanggur gap, among hilltops 
where soldiers fired in the air 
recently for the first time in 
decades.

Indian officials say a build-
up in border infrastructure on 
their side is also likely to have 

played a part in the months-
long confrontation.

The Chinese have com-
plained about India building 
roads and air strips in and 
around their disputed border, 
and Beijing says this triggered 
tensions along the border.

A former Indian military 
intelligence official, who 
declined to be named because 
of the sensitivity of the matter, 
said optical fibre cables offered 
communications security as 
well as the ability to send data 
such as pictures and 
documents.

“If you speak on radio, it can 
get caught. Communications on 
optical fibre cables is secure,” 
he said.

People exercise and enjoy the sunshine, as Victoria state begins easing coronavirus disease restrictions, 
at Elwood beach in Melbourne, Australia, yesterday.

Australian official under police 
guard over virus measures
AP — CANBERRA

An Australian health official 
revealed yesterday that she has 
been under police guard 
because of death threats and 
growing public anger over 
pandemic border restrictions.

Queensland state Chief 
Health Officer Jeannette Young 
said she now travels with a 
police escort because of the 
threats.

“It has taken an enormous 
toll on me, but then this has 
taken an enormous toll on 
nearly every single person in 
our community,” Young told 
reporters.

“Every single person in our 
community in Queensland has 
had to give up an awful lot and 
we can’t see a clear end to this 
so we’re going to all have to 
work this through together,” 
she added.

The Queensland state 

government has been under 
mounting criticism for making 
travelers spend two weeks in 
hotel quarantine when they 
cross the state border from 
other parts of Australia. 

The restrictions have led to 
a number of high-profile inci-
dents, including one last week 
in which a woman was not 
allowed out of quarantine to 
attend her father’s funeral.

Queensland Premier 
Annastacia Palaszczuk blamed 
Young for that case, which the 
national government used to 
ramp up pressure on the state 
government to relax its border 
restrictions.

The woman, Sarah Caisip, 
had wanted to see her father 
Bernard Prendergast but didn’t 
get a permit to travel from her 
home in Canberra until two 
days after he died. Canberra has 
not had a coronavirus case in 
more than two months.

Prime Minister Scott Mor-
rison, a Liberal Party member, 
made a personal appeal to Pal-
aszczuk, a Labor Party member, 
on the day of the funeral for 
Caisip to be allowed to attend, 
an approach that the state 
premier described as “intimi-
dation” and “bullying.”

 Caisip’s stepsister, Alex-
andra Prendergast, yesterday 
accused Morrison of turning 
their father’s funeral into a 
“media circus” to “advance his 
political agenda.” “Your politics 
and media campaign against 
the Queensland premier have 
made a devastating time for my 
family even harder,” she wrote 
in an open letter to the prime 
minister.

Caisip, who was allowed a 
private viewing of her father’s 
body before he was cremated, 
welcomed the condolences 
from strangers that followed 
the media attention.

UN warns of ‘further war 
crimes’ in Myanmar
AFP — GENEVA

Myanmar’s apparent continued targeting of civilians in the coun-
try’s Rakhine and Chin states could constitute additional war 
crimes and crimes against humanity, the UN rights chief said 
yesterday. Michelle Bachelet demanded action to remedy the 
serious rights violations suffered by Myanmar’s Rohingya minority 
in particular.

Military operations in 2017 forced some 750,000 Rohingya to 
flee from conflict-torn Rakhine state to Bangladesh in violence that 
now sees Myanmar facing genocide charges at the UN’s top court.

Speaking at the opening of the 45th Human Rights Council in 
Geneva, Bachelet decried that the abuses against the Rohingya 
and other minorities in the country were ongoing. “People from 
the Rakhine, Chin, Mro, Daignet and Rohingya communities are 
increasingly affected by the armed conflict in Rakhine and Chin 
States,” Bachelet said.

She pointed to “disappearances and extra-judicial killings of 
civilians; massive civilian displacement; arbitrary arrests, torture 
and deaths in custody; and the destruction of civilian property.” 
“Civilian casualties have also been increasing. In some cases, they 
appear to have been targeted or attacked indiscriminately, which 
may constitute further war crimes or even crimes against 
humanity,” she said.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights lamented that 
no concrete measures had been taken by the government towards 
accountability for the “terrible human rights crisis” inflicted upon 
the Rohingya by the military operations in Rakhine which started 
three years ago.

Bachelet said government administrators were now reclas-
sifying areas where Rohingya villages were previously located, 
removing the names of villages from official maps and poten-
tially altering how the land may be used.

Salvagers mend ruptures
in oil tanker off Sri Lanka
REUTERS — NEW DELHI

Sri Lanka has initiated repair work on the ruptured fuel oil tank in 
the engine room of a stricken fully loaded oil supertanker after 
plugging the leak, the country’s Navy said. The supertanker is currently 
52 nautical miles from the Sri Lankan coast, Navy spokesman Indika 
de Silva said.

“Salvors are on board, they plugged the leak and the repair is still 
going...They have vacated the ruptured tank and transferred the dirty 
water into the ballast section,” de Silva said. A fire broke out in the 
engine room of the Greek-owned New Diamond tanker on Sep-
tember 3. The ship had left long trails of marine oil slicks.

He said the Sri Lankan Navy and Indian Coast Guard divers on 
Sunday inspected the vessels and surrounding area for any further 
leak. A team of officials from Sri Lanka’s Marine Environment Pro-
tection Authority (MEPA) visited the tanker on Monday to inspect 
and collect samples of marine fuel oil from the vessel loaded with 
about 2 million barrels of oil.

Search resumes

in Nepal villages

hit by landslide

AP — KATHMANDU

Rescuers resumed searching 
yesterday for people missing 
since a deadly landslide struck 
three villages in Nepal’s moun-
tains, authorities said.

So far, 11 bodies have been 
pulled from the debris and 
police, soldiers and villagers 
were scouring the earth for at 
least 15 more believed to be 
buried by the landslide, gov-
ernment administrator 
Baburam Khanal said.

The landslide early Sunday 
swept three villages before the 
slide stopped at a river. Con-
tinuous rainfall had made it 
difficult for rescuers on 
Sunday.

The 18-day session 
comes as coronavirus 
infections in India 
surge faster than 
anywhere else in the 
world. The more than 
92,000 new cases 
added yesterday 
raised India’s total 
past 4.8 million. More 
than 79,700 people 
have died.
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Afghan govt presses truce demand in Taliban talks
AFP — DOHA

The Afghan government 
yesterday pressed its calls for a 
truce with the Taliban, reiter-
ating its desire for a long-term 
ceasefire at historic talks in 
Qatar.

The two sides are in the 
early stages of meetings in Doha 
as they try to hammer out a deal 
that would bring 19 years of 
bloodshed in Afghanistan to a 
close.

The Afghan government and 
its allies, including the United 
States, called for the warring 
sides to lay down their arms at 
Saturday’s opening ceremony.

But the Taliban, who fought 
a years-long guerrilla campaign 
against American and Afghan 
forces after they were toppled 
in a 2001 US-led invasion, did 
not mention a truce as they 
came to the negotiating table.

The head of the peace 
process for the Afghan gov-
ernment, Abdullah Abdullah, 

suggested however that the 
Taliban could offer a ceasefire 
in exchange for the release of 
more of their jailed fighters.

Afghan presidential 
spokesman Sediq Seddiqi 
tweeted yesterday that the 
presence of government nego-
tiators at the talks “is aimed at 
achieving a ceasefire, ending 
the violence and ensuring 
lasting peace and stability in the 
country”. 

The United States struck an 
agreement with the Taliban in 
February that will see it 
withdraw troops from 
Afghanistan.

The deal, which paved the 

way for the Doha negotiations, 
did not commit the insurgents 
to any reduction of violence, 
only requiring that it be “an item 
on the agenda” in 
negotiations.

But Crisis Group analyst 
Andrew Watkins said “the 
Afghan government needs a 
ceasefire because without 
current levels of US support, it 
would very likely continue to 
lose ground to the Taliban”.

Schedules and a code of 
conduct for the talks were dis-
cussed in meetings on Sunday 
and were continuing yesterday, 
according to the government 
side, but talks on substantive 

issues are yet to get under way.
Afghan government dele-

gates warned that negotiations, 
which take place even as fighting 
continues in Afghanistan, would 
be arduous and messy.

Nearly two decades since the 
US-led invasion that toppled the 
Taliban, fighting still kills dozens 
of people daily and the country’s 
economy has been shattered, 
pushing millions into poverty.

Officials said six police were 
killed in a Taliban attack in 
Kunduz at the weekend, while 
five officers were slain in Kapisa 
province.

A roadside mine blast in the 
capital also wounded two 
civilians, while another blast hit 
Kabul district, although no cas-
ualties were reported.

Abdullah, chairman of 
Afghanistan’s High Council for 
National Reconciliation, called 
the recent upsurge in violence 
a “miscalculation”.

But he has stressed the 
process “could be the start of 

history made in the coming 
future — and hopefully sooner 
rather than later”.

During a speech at the 
opening event, Taliban co-
founder Mullah Abdul Ghani 
Baradar repeated the insur-
gents’ message that Afghanistan 
should be run according to 
Islamic law, highlighting a likely 
sticking point.

A comprehensive peace 
deal could take years, and will 
depend on the willingness of 
both sides to tailor their com-
peting visions for Afghanistan 
and the extent to which they can 
agree to share power.

The US special envoy on 
Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, 
said Afghans should learn from 
the failure to implement a 
political reconciliation process 
in the country after the Soviet 
Union completed its withdrawal 
in 1989.

“The Afghans who had sac-
rificed so much to push the 
Soviets out... failed politically 

by going to civil war with each 
other. I hope the Afghans are 
paying attention, learning the 
lessons of that period,” he told 
Al Jazeera TV. “That’s why we 
have started this peace 
process.” 

The US-backed negotiations 
come six months later than 
planned, owing to disagree-
ments over a controversial 
prisoner swap agreed in Feb-
ruary’s deal between the US and 
the Taliban.

Under the terms of that 
agreement, all foreign troops 
must leave Afghanistan by the 
spring of 2021, in exchange for 
security commitments from the 
militants.

In addition, 5,000 Taliban 
prisoners have already been 
released in exchange for 1,000 
Afghan troops.

US President Donald Trump, 
who faces elections in less than 
two months, is eager to fulfil 
promises to end America’s 
longest war with the Taliban.

Suga wins party leadership 
race, headed for premiership
REUTERS — TOKYO

Japanese Chief Cabinet 
Secretary Yoshihide Suga, a 
loyal aide to outgoing prime 
minister Shinzo Abe, won a 
landslide victory in a ruling 
party leadership election 
yesterday, paving the way for 
Japan’s first change of leader in 
nearly eight years.

Suga, 71, who has promised 
to continue Abe’s key policies, 
said his big win would give him 
the backing to pursue his 
reform goals — including 
deregulation and breaking 
down bureaucratic silos — and 
that containing the coronavirus 
and reviving the economy were 
conditions for calling a snap 
general election.

“As I got big support in 
numbers today, the envi-
ronment in which I can pursue 
my policy agenda in a stable 
manner has been secured,” 
Suga told a news conference.

Suga won 377 votes out of 
534 votes cast, and 535 possible 
votes, in the leadership election 
by the Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) members of parliament 
and representatives of its 47 
local chapters.

Rival Shigeru Ishiba, a 
former defence minister, won 
68 votes and ex-foreign min-
ister Fumio Kishida got 89.

Suga is virtually certain to 
be elected prime minister in a 

parliamentary vote tomorrow 
because of the LDP’s majority 
in the lower house. He will 
serve out Abe’s term as party 
leader through September 
2021.

Suga had emerged as front-
runner in the race after Abe, 
Japan’s longest-serving 
premier, said last month he 
would resign because of ill 
health, ending nearly eight 
years in office.

Speculation is swirling that 
Suga will call an election for 
parliament’s lower house as 
soon as next month to boost his 
chances of winning a full three-
year term as LDP chief next 
year. A vote for the chamber 
must be held by late October 
2021.

Yesterday, however, he 
sounded a cautious note.

“What’s important now is 
to contain the pandemic while 
also reviving the economy. I 
don’t think we can immediately 
(dissolve the lower house) just 
because the pandemic is con-
tained,” he said. “That’s a 
decision that must be made 
looking comprehensively at 
various factors.” 

Suga has said he would 
continue Abe’s signature “Abe-
nomics” strategy of hyper-easy 
monetary policy, government 
spending and reforms while 
juggling the problems of 
COVID-19 and a slumping 

economy, and confronting 
longer-term issues such as 
Japan’s ageing population and 
low birth rate.

Japanese manufacturers 
remained pessimistic for a 14th 
straight month in September, a 
poll showed, underlining the 
huge challenge the next leader 
faces.

Suga, whose resume is thin 
on diplomatic experience, 
faces geopolitical challenges 
such as building ties with the 
winner of the November 3 US 
presidential election and bal-
ancing concern over China’s 
maritime aggressiveness with 
b i l a t e r a l  e c o n o m i c 
interdependence.

The son of a strawberry 
farmer from northern Japan 
who got his start in politics as 
a local assemblyman, Suga has 
since 2012 held the key post of 
chief cabinet secretary, acting 
as Abe’s top government 
spokesman, coordinating pol-
icies and keeping bureaucrats 
in line.

“I was born as the oldest son 
of a farmer in Akita. Without 
any knowledge or blood ties, I 
launched into the world of pol-
itics, starting from zero - and 
have been able to become 
leader of the LDP, with all its 
traditions and history,” said 
Suga, whose modest origins 
differ from many LDP 
lawmakers.

Teachers prepare social distancing signs in a government school in Karachi yesterday following the 
government’s announcement to reopen educational institutions today. 

Pakistan to reopen schools, varsities today
ANATOLIA — ISLAMABAD 

Thousands of schools and 
colleges across Pakistan will 
reopen from today, ending a 
six-month long closure due to 
the coronavirus pandemic.

According to the Pakistani 
Education Ministry, all higher 
education institutions in the 
country will reopen today, 
whereas students in grade nine 
to 12 will also be returning to 
school on the same day.

“Tomorrow we will 
welcome millions of children 

back to school. It is our priority 
& collective responsibility to 
ensure that every child can go 
to school safely to learn. We 
have worked to ensure that 
school operations are aligned 
with public health safety rules 
on #COVID19,” Prime Minister 
Imran Khan tweeted.

Khan said his government 
prepared standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) to ensure 
safe teaching environment in 
education institutions.

 In March, Pakistan closed 
all education institutions across 

the country following the coro-
navirus outbreak.

On September 7, Education 
Minister Shafqat Mahmood, 
while announcing the reopening 
of some 300,000 schools, col-
leges, and universities, said they 
will reopen the education insti-
tutions in phases to avoid 
another wave of the virus.

“If all goes well, then students 
in grade six to eight will return 
to school on September 23, while 
students in nursery to grade five 
will be back to school on Sep-
tember 30,” Mahmood said.

Vietnam jails four 

over migrant deaths 

in British truck

REUTERS — HANOI

A court in Vietnam yesterday 
sentenced four Vietnamese 
people to between 2-1/2 and 
7-1/2 years in prison for their 
role in the deaths of 39 migrants 
whose bodies were discovered 
in the back of a truck near 
London in October last year.

The deaths shocked Britain 
and Vietnam and shone a spot-
light on the illicit global trade 
that sends the poor of Asia, 
Africa and the Middle East on 
perilous journeys to the West.

The defendants, aged 
between 24 and 36, were 
found guilty of “organising and 
brokering illegal emigration”, 
after a one-day trial in the 
central province of Ha Tinh, 
Pham Van Thin, the father of 
one of the victims, said.

The victims were mostly 
from Ha Tinh and its neigh-
bouring Nghe An province, 
where poor job prospects and 
environmental issues have 
fuelled migration.

They were discovered last 
October in a container at the 
back of a truck on an indus-
trial estate in Grays in Essex, 
about 30km east of London.

A police statement said 
earlier yesterday the 
defendants arranged for Pham 
Thi Tra My, whose desperate 
text messages sent from inside 
the container first alerted the 
world to the victims’ plight, to 
travel illegally to France and 
then to Britain for $22,000.

Philippines' 30cm distancing 
rule seen as ‘reckless’
AGENCIES — MANILA

Experts described as dangerous 
and premature yesterday the 
Philippines’ decision to cut the 
social distancing minimum to 
30 centimetres on public 
transport, as the country saw 
another daily record in newly 
confirmed COVID-19 deaths.

Reducing gaps between 
passengers incrementally to a 
third of the one metre minimum 
could backfire, experts and 
medical professionals warned, 
and prolong a first wave of 
infections that the Philippines 
has been battling since March.

The new rules took effect 
yesterday, when the country 
reported 259 new confirmed 
deaths, a record for the second 
time in three days. 

Total fatalities increased to 
4,630, while infections have 
doubled in the past 35 days to 
265,888, Southeast Asia’s highest 
number. “This will be risky, 
reckless and counter-intuitive 
and will delay the flattening of 
the curve,” Anthony Leachon, 
ex-president of the Philippine 
College of Physicians, told news 
channel ANC.

“Even if you wear a face 
shield and mask, reducing the 
distance between, it will be 
dangerous,” he said, adding 
that one or two metres was the 
minimum international 
standard.

The transport ministry’s 
new rules cut the distance to 
75cm yeserday, 50cm on 

September 28 and 30cm on 
October 12. Conversation and 
phone calls are now 
prohibited.

The health ministry yes-
terday urged the public to be 
“extra vigilant” in tight travel 
conditions and to choose other 
transport modes if possible.

Manila’s transport systems 
are notoriously crowded, with 
commutes typically involving 
long queues and several 
changes. “It is likely that we will 
see an increase in cases and our 
recovery will slow if we do this 
now,” said epidemiologist 
Antonio Dans.

Dans is a member of a 
health professionals alliance 
that last month pleaded for a 
tightening of Manila’s lockdown 
— a “timeout” to stop hospitals 
being overrun. It urged a rethink 
of the 30cm rule.

The plan aims to help an 
economy that the government 
sees contracting 5.5 percent this 
year, the worst shrinkage in 35 
years.

Meanwhile, cemeteries in 
Manila will be closed on 
November 1 for the first time, 
officials said yesterday, pre-
venting millions in the 
country from visiting their 
dead loved ones as the coro-
navirus rages.

Filipinos usually pour into 
graveyards on November 1, 
blending expressions of faith 
and grief with a party-like 
atmosphere and impromptu 
family reunions.

Passengers wearing protective face masks at the Tanah Abang Station, as Indonesia’s capital returns 
to large-scale social restrictions amid COVID-19 outbreak in Jakarta, yesterday.

Jakarta re-imposes partial virus lockdown
AFP — JAKARTA

Authorities in the Indonesian 
capital re-imposed a partial 
coronavirus lockdown 
yesterday and vowed to strictly 
isolate anyone testing positive 
for COVID-19 as infections 
soared in the metropolis.

Jakarta governor Anies Bas-
wedan said the city would 
resume large-scale social 
restrictions for two weeks 
starting yesterday, calling it a 
necessary measure to prevent 
the health system from 
collapsing.

Non-essential businesses 
are only allowed to operate at 

25 percent capacity, restaurants 
can only serve take-aways, and 
school, parks and tourist spots 
have been ordered to shut.

Anyone testing positive for 
Covid-19 — including asymp-
tomatic patients — will have to 
undergo mandatory quarantine 
in government facilities, he 
said.

“If a person who was tested 
positive refused to be isolated 
in the designated facility, health 
workers and law enforcers will 
pick them up,” Baswedan told 
a news conference Sunday.

Jakarta first introduced 
coronavirus restrictions in early 
April, but began relaxing them 

in June.
Weeks later, however, the 

capital has seen a sharp 
increase in new COVID-19 
cases.

Thousands of soldiers and 
police are being deployed to 
enforce the restrictions that 
were often previously flouted.

Still, the regulations might 
prove hard to enforce.

“I will continue working 
despite the large-scale restric-
tions,” said Taufik, who works 
in a grocery store.

“It’s a good policy, but I 
need to keep working daily 
because it is where I earn my 
income”, he said.

“The Afghans who had sacrificed so much to 
push the Soviets out... failed politically by going 
to civil war with each other. I hope the Afghans 
are paying attention, learning the lessons of 
that period,” US special envoy on Afghanistan, 
Zalmay Khalilzad, said.
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Students sit in a class during a lesson at the Liceo Isacco Newton high school for the first time since 
March, adhering to strict regulations to avoid the coronavirus disease contagion in Rome, Italy, yesterday.

Millions return to school  
in Italy after virus closure
AFP — ROME

Millions of Italian children 
returned to the classroom 
yesterday as most schools 
reopened more than six months 
after they were closed to curb 
the coronavirus pandemic.

 Although some Italian 
schools opened earlier this 
month, roughly 5.6 million stu-
dents from a total of eight 
million went back to school on 
Monday, confronting a new 
reality of face masks, temper-
ature checks and social 
distancing.

 “It’s going alright. We 
started with a ceremony this 
morning to mark the start of a 
new beginning for us,” Diana 
Guerani, principal at Rome’s 
Luigi Einaudi technical high 
school, said.

 Her first group of students 
arrived for limited classes 
lasting for three hours only on 
Monday and she admitted the 
school was “very worried”, 

despite installing a temper-
ature-checking camera and 
enforcing mask-wearing.

 “The first day was OK. But 
it’s tough to talk while wearing 
a mask,” said 14-year-old 
Angelica Lisanti.

 “After six months without 
school, I was happy to see my 
friends again,” Michela Horan, 
13, said outside the school near 
to Saint Peter’s Basilica.

 “The whole thing however 
is really a bit scary.” 

 Italy was one of the first in 
Europe to be hit by the pan-
demic, which has now officially 
killed over 35,500 people out 
of a total of 280,000 cases. 

 Premier Giuseppe Conte 
admitted on Sunday that Italian 
schools faced a difficult situ-
ation, including a lack of 
teachers, single-seat benches 
and surgical masks. 

“There will be difficulties 
and inconveniences, especially 
in the beginning,” Conte wrote 
on Facebook.  He also saluted 

teachers, who he said had 
“made an extraordinary effort 
in the months of confinement 
to continue lessons and distant 
learning”.

 “We are grateful to you,” 
he said.  With the country reg-
istering more than 1,500 
infections a day, Conte also 
had particular words for 
youngsters.

 “You have to do your part. 
You have to commit yourselves 
to the rules of caution that will 
allow you to protect your health 
and the health of the people you 
love,” he said.

 Italian Education Minister 
Lucia Azzolina said more than 
5,000 extra classrooms had 
been created to give pupils 
more space.

 Some southern regions 
including Puglia and Calabria 
already postponed the reo-
pening until September 24 over 
concerns they were not ready 
to meet all the new 
requirements.

Navalny attack an ‘assassination attempt’, says Macron
AGENCIES — PARIS/BERLIN

French President Emmanuel 
Macron backed Angela Merkel’s 
demand that Russia clarify the 
poisoning of opposition leader 
Alexey Navalny, calling the 
attack an “assassination 
attempt” as two more European 
laboratories found traces of 
nerve agent Novichok.

The comments ratchet up 
tensions between the European 
Union and Russian President 
Vladimir Putin over accusations 
that Navalny was targeted with 
the weapons-grade substance. 
As Navalny’s condition con-
tinues to improve in a Berlin 
hospital near Merkel’s chan-
cellery, the German leader has 
pledged to coordinate a joint 
response directed at the 
Kremlin.

Macron spoke by phone 
with Putin, expressing his “deep 

concern about the criminal act 
carried out against Alexey 
Navalny,” according to a 
statement yesterday from the 
Elysee palace. “Clarification is 
needed from Russia in the 
context of a credible and trans-
parent investigation,” Macron 
told the Russian leader.

The French president con-
firmed his country’s own con-
clusions that Novichok had 
been deployed, an accusation 
rejected by Moscow. Putin 
denounced “groundless allega-
tions against Russia that aren’t 
based on anything” and reit-
erated the Russian position that 
Germany needs to provide 
samples, as well as test results 
to Russian doctors, the Kremlin 
said in a statement.

Merkel’s chief spokesman, 
Steffen Seibert, said earlier yes-
terday that scientists in France 
and Sweden reached the same 

conclusion as a German military 
laboratory that Novichok was 
used in the Navalny attack.

A German military labo-
ratory had previously found the 
substance in his samples.

Navalny, the most prom-
inent opponent of Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, was 
flown to Germany two days 
after falling ill on August 20 
on a domestic flight in Russia 
and is being treated at Berlin’s 
Charite hospital. Berlin has 
demanded that Russia inves-
tigate the case.

Meanwhile, Alexei Nav-
alny’s condition is improving 
and he is able to get out of bed 
for brief periods, the German 
hospital treating him said  
yesterday.

 “The patient has been suc-
cessfully removed from 
mechanical ventilation,” Ber-
lin’s Charite hospital said in a 

statement. “He is currently 
undergoing mobilisation and is 
able to leave his bed for short 
periods of time.”

The Hague-based Organi-
zation for the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons also is 
taking steps to have samples 
from Navalny tested at its ref-
erence laboratories, German 
government spokesman Steffen 
Seibert said Monday.

He said Germany had asked 
France and Sweden for an 
“independent review” of the 
German findings. German offi-
cials said labs in both countries, 
as well as the OPCW, took their 
own new samples.

“Independently of the 
ongoing examinations by the 
OPCW, three laboratories have 
now confirmed independently 
of one another the proof of a 
nerve agent of the Novichok 
group as the cause of Mr. Nav-

alny’s poisoning,” Seibert said.
He renewed Germany’s 

demand that “Russia explain 
itself” on the matter, adding that 
“we are in close consultation 
with our European partners on 
further steps.”

The Kremlin has bristled at 
calls from German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel and other world 
leaders for Russia to answer 
questions about the poisoning, 
denying any off icial 
involvement and accusing the 
West of trying to smear Moscow.

Seibert wouldn’t identify the 
specialist French and Swedish 
labs. But the head of the 
Swedish Defence Research 
Agency, Asa Scott, told Swedish 
news agency TT: “We can 
confirm that we see the same 
results as the German labo-
ratory, that is, that there is no 
doubt that it is about these 
substances.”

Spain to extend 

furlough scheme 

into 2021

REUTERS — MADRID

The Spanish government is 
considering extending the 
nationwide ERTE furlough 
scheme that guarantees 
workers part of their income 
into 2021, Labour Minister 
Yolanda Diaz said yesterday.

“The date is open, but 
likely (December 31) would 
not be the most adequate and 
we have to extend a little 
beyond,” Diaz said in an 
interview on Spanish state TV 
station yesterday.

 She added the extension 
might be longer for different 
industries. She said for instance 
the tourism industry would 
benefit from the scheme so long 
as they need it. 

Berlusconi leaves 

hospital after 

COVID-19 battle

REUTERS — MILAN

Former Italian Prime Minister 
Silvio Berlusconi left hospital 
yesterday after recovering from 
the new coronavirus, saying he 
had survived “the most 
dangerous challenge” of his life.

 “I said to myself, with sat-
isfaction, ‘You have got away 
with it again’,” a smiling Ber-
lusconi told reporters at the 
gates of Milan’s San Raffaele 
hospital, where he was 
admitted on September 3, after 
testing positive for COVID-19, 
the disease caused by the novel 
coronavirus.

The 83-year-old media 
tycoon developed double 
pneumonia and was con-
sidered a high-risk patient 
because of his age and under-
lying health conditions, 
including heart problems.

 Berlusconi, dressed in a 
dark suit and wearing a shirt 
and tie, said the viral load from 
his swab was “the highest 
among the tens of thousands” 
of patients treated at the 
hospital.

Irish High Court freezes 
probe into Facebook’s 
EU-US data flows
REUTERS — DUBLIN

Ireland’s High Court yesterday  
temporarily froze a probe by 
Facebook’s lead European 
Union regulator that threatened 
to halt the US social media 
giant’s transatlantic data flows, 
a court spokesman said.

 Facebook had sought a 
judicial review of the Irish Data 
Protection Commission’s pre-
liminary decision that the 
mechanism it used to transfer 
data from the European Union 
to the United States “cannot in 
practice be used.”

 “Leave to take the Judicial 
Review was granted,” the court 
spokesman said.

 “A stay was put on the 
Section 11 order,” he added, 
referring to the Data Protection 
Commission order that 
threatened to block the data 
flows. No date has yet been set 
for the matter to return to the 
court, he said.  In seeking to 

derail the Irish regulator’s 
decision, Facebook has said the 
mechanism in question, the 
Standard Contractual Clause 
(SCC), had been deemed valid 
by the Court of Justice of the 
European Union in July.

 However, the July ruling also 
said that under SCCs, privacy 
watchdogs must suspend or pro-
hibit transfers outside the EU if 
data protection in other coun-
tries cannot be assured.

 The transatlantic argument 
stems from EU concerns that 
the surveillance regime in the 
United States may not respect 
the privacy rights of EU citizens 
when their personal data is sent 
to the United States for com-
mercial use.  Standard Con-
tractual Clause are used by 
thousands of companies to 
transfer Europeans’ data 
around the world and a ban 
could cause widespread dis-
ruption to transatlantic data 
services.

Paris deputy mayor quits over harassment claims
AFP — PARIS

A deputy mayor of Paris 
resigned yesterday after alle-
gations of harassment 
levelled by a co-worker, the 
municipality said, just weeks 
after another deputy mayor 

stepped down amid protests 
over links to a known paedo-
phile.

Pierre Aidenbaum, 78, 
tendered his resignation just 
over two months after he was 
appointed deputy mayor 
responsible for the Seine 

River that flows through the 
French capital, the city 
council announced.  

The allegations against 
Aidenbaum “were immedi-
ately reported to the public 
prosecutor”, the council said 
in a statement.

An employee works in a bicycle repair shop in Lille, northern France, yesterday. The French government 
will commit an additional €20m to subsidies for bike repairs or tune-ups, extending a popular 
programme aimed at easing public transport crowds during the coronavirus outbreak. 

Johnson says EU seeking
break up of UK as MPs
vote on Brexit bill
AFP — LONDON

Prime Minister Boris Johnson 
accused the European Union 
yesterday of threatening to 
break up the United Kingdom, 
as he urged lawmakers to back 
a controversial bill to override 
parts of the Brexit treaty struck 
with Brussels only last year.

 He was speaking ahead of 
the first vote by MPs on the UK 
Internal Market Bill, which has 
sparked threats of legal action 
in Brussels and outrage at home 
as it overtly seeks to breach 
international law.

Addressing the House of 
Commons, Johnson claimed the 
EU was using arrangements in the 
Brexit deal meant to protect peace 
in Northern Ireland as “leverage” 
in ongoing trade talks.

“They are threatening to 
carve tariff borders across our 
own country, divide our own 
land, change the very economic 
geography of the UK,” he said.

 Johnson said the new bill 
would “create a legal safety 
net” by allowing ministers to 
overrule parts of the Brexit deal 
to “guarantee the integrity of 
our United Kingdom”.

 The EU has demanded the 
bill be withdrawn before the 
end of the month, insisting 
angrily that Britain must uphold 
its commitments.  The row has 
soured relations as both sides 
race to sign a new trade 
agreement before the end of the 
year, raising the possibility of 
a deeply disruptive break after 
four decades of integration.

 The bill has also provoked 
threats of rebellions and resig-
nations among Johnson’s own 
Conservative MPs, while all 
Britain’s living former prime 
ministers warned he risked 
trashing the country’s interna-
tional reputation.  Johnson 
acknowledged on Monday that 

“some people will feel unease 
over the use of these powers — 
and I share that sentiment 
myself”.   He said the powers to 
override the Brexit treaty would 
not be needed if an EU trade 
deal was agreed.

 “But what we cannot do 
now is tolerate a situation 
where our EU counterparts 
seriously believe that they have 
the power to break up our 
country,” he said.  “That illusion 
m u s t  b e  d e c e n t l y 
despatched.”

 The UK parliament spent 
years engaged in bitter battles 
over how to leave the EU fol-
lowing the shock 2016 refer-
endum vote — much of it 
arguing over the arrangements 
for Northern Ireland.

 Johnson put a temporary 
halt to the deadlock by sealing 
a divorce deal with Brussels late 
last year, which he used to win 
a thumping 80-seat victory in 

a December general election.
 Britain formally left the EU 

in January but remains bound 
by its rules under a transition 
period until the end of this year, 
as it tries to negotiate a free 
trade deal with the bloc. 

 Downing Street last week 
claimed the Brexit deal was 
agreed “at pace” and the 
problems with the aspects of 
the treaty regarding Northern 
Ireland were unforeseen.

 Johnson yesterday sug-
gested Brussels was deliber-
ately abusing the arrangements 
that see the province continue 
to follow some EU laws, as a 
way of keeping open the border 
with the Republic of Ireland.

 An open border is key to 
the 1998 Good Friday 
Agreement that brought peace 
to Northern Ireland after 
decades of sectarian violence 
that left more than 3,500 
people dead.

Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson attends a debate on the 
Internal Market Bill at the House of Commons, in London yesterday.

The Prime Minister said the new bill would 
“create a legal safety net” by allowing ministers 
to overrule parts of the Brexit deal to “guarantee 
the integrity of our United Kingdom”.
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Putin backs Belarus 
ally with cash and 
support at crisis talks
AFP — MOSCOW

President Vladimir Putin 
yesterday backed embattled 
Belarus leader Alexander 
Lukashenko and promised 
economic support as the Bela-
rusian strongman vowed to 
strengthen ties with Moscow.

Lukashenko thanked Putin 
for his support and vowed to 
stick closer to “elder brother” 
Moscow during one-to-one 
talks at the Russian president’s 
residence in the Black Sea resort 
of Sochi.

The Belarusian leader was 
making his first foreign trip 
since his disputed win in August 
9 presidential polls prompted 
mass protests against his rule, 
the latest drawing tens of thou-
sands on Sunday in Minsk.

Putin appeared to endorse 
Lukashenko’s political future, 
praising the Belarusian’s 
sketched-out plans for consti-
tutional changes to appease the 
opposition.

The Russian president said 
during joint televised comments 
he was “sure that considering 
your experience” this would 
“allow the development of the 
country’s political system to 
reach new heights.” 

Putin also offered economic 
support, saying Russia would 
extend Belarus a government 
loan of $1.5bn and called for 

more trade between the 
countries.

He said that Belarusians 
should “deal with this situation 
themselves, calmly and in dia-
logue with each other, without 
hints and pressure from 
outside”.

As they spoke, Lukashenko 
leaned towards Putin in his 
chair, while the Russian leader 
sat with his legs placed wide 
apart, sometimes drumming his 
fingers and tapping his feet.

  Putin said last month that 
Russia had created a reserve 
group of law enforcement 
officers to help ensure security 
in Belarus and he reiterated 
yesterday that Russia was 
“committed to all its obliga-
tions” under a military alliance 
of former Soviet countries.

Lukashenko thanked Putin 
for behaving “very decently, 
very humanely” and said of 

Belarus that “we need to stick 
closer to our elder brother and 
cooperate on all issues.” 

After consistently depicting 
the crisis as sparked by outside 
players, Lukashenko criticised 
military drills in Nato countries 
near Belarus’s borders, saying 
that Russia and Belarus would 
prepare their armies to resist 
any threats.

The Belarusian arrived in 
Russia a day after the latest 
demonstration against his rule 
saw police detain more than 
500 protesters in Minsk.

Belarusian opposition 
leader Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, 
who claims she was the true 
winner in polls, condemned 
Putin for negotiating with “ille-
gitimate Lukashenko.” 

“I really regret you decided 
to hold dialogue with a usurper 
and not with the Belarusian 
people,” Tikhanovskaya, who 

has taken shelter in Lithuania, 
said in a statement.  Lukashenko 
yesterday described the protests 
in Belarus as “a very serious 
lesson,” but said he hoped that 
this had been “overcome.” 
While his harsh crackdown on 
demonstrators has prompted 
international condemnation 
and sanctions, Russia has 
remained a firm ally.

Putin congratulated 
Lukashenko after the elections 
and the leaders have exchanged 
frequent calls as Russia has 
stepped up political and military 
contacts in recent weeks.

 As the position of the Bela-
rusian strongman — in power 
for 26 years — has weakened, 
Russia has called for closer 

integration, although the 
leaders did not describe con-
crete steps in their public 
comments.

Putin has long called for full 
unification with Belarus, while 
Lukashenko has so far ruled this 
out.

Russia dwarfs Belarus, with 
a population of around 9.5 
million, and provides it with 
cheap fuel. Belarus is strategi-
cally important to Russia as a 
buffer zone, bordered to the 
West by EU and Nato members.

The two countries have 
already formed a close rela-
tionship as a “union state” with 
strong military and economic 
links and an open border until 
the coronavirus outbreak.

While opposition protests 
have focused on domestic 
issues, protesters called on 
Lukashenko not to “sell the 
country” at a mass demon-
stration on Sunday.

Police detained nearly 
7,000 people during protests in 
the days after the election and 
three people died on the streets 
or in custody, with detainees 
giving accounts of beatings and 
torture.

The United Nations rights 
chief Michelle Bachelet said 
yesterday that allegations of 
torture and ill-treatment of 
detainees “should be docu-
mented and investigated, with 
a view to bringing the perpe-
trators to justice.”

Russian President Vladimir Putin meeting with his Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko in Sochi, 
Russia, yesterday.

Kremlin keeps its grip in polls, but critics make gains
REUTERS — MOSCOW/TOMSK

The ruling United Russia party 
secured landslide wins at 
weekend regional elections but 
lost its majority in a Siberian 
city council contested by 
supporters of stricken Kremlin 
critic Alexei Navalny, partial 
results showed yesterday.

Supporters of the opposition 
politician, who is being treated 
in Berlin after a suspected poi-
soning by a nerve agent, made 
rare gains in the Siberian city of 
Tomsk and won seats in the city 
of Novosibirsk along with other 
opposition groups.

But pro-Kremlin politicians 
backed by President Vladimir 
Putin won, or were heading for 

landslide wins, to serve as the 
governors of more than a dozen 
regions including Komi, 
Tatarstan and Kamchatka, 
partial results showed.

They confirmed the overall 
dominance of United Russia, 
which supports Putin, but 
showed a perceptible uptick in 
opposition support in parts of 
Siberia where Navalny had 
focused his attention before the 
suspected poisoning on Aug. 20.

Germany said yesterday 
that laboratories in three coun-
tries had now confirmed the use 
of the Novichok nerve agent, 
and renewed its demand for an 
explanation from Russia. 
Moscow has called the accu-
sation groundless and said it has 

seen no evidence.
Navalny had promoted a 

tactical voting strategy to chal-
lenge United Russia and disrupt 
a political system in which out-
spoken Kremlin critics are often 
barred from competing.

As he lay in hospital for the 
past several weeks, his allies 
pressed ahead with the strategy, 
naming more than 1,000 poli-
ticians they thought were well 
placed to beat ruling party can-
didates and urging Russians to 
vote for them.

In Tomsk, a vibrant student 
town that was Navalny’s last 
campaign stop, at least 16 of 
those candidates won. United 
Russia secured no more than 11 
out of 37 seats in the city 

council, partial results showed.
“People are sick of the 

authorities. You can’t sit on the 
throne for 20 years, grab, steal 
endlessly, do all of this and go 
unpunished,” said Ksenia 
Fadeyeva, one of two Navalny 
allies to win a council seat in 
Tomsk.

Navalny supporter Andrei 
Fateev, 32, also won a seat in 
Tomsk. Sergei Boyko, another 
ally of Navalny, won a seat on 
the council in Novosibirsk.

In that city, United Russia 
was heading for 22 out of 50 
seats in the assembly, the 
Interfax news agency cited 
results as saying. It had held 33 
seats.

But Dmitry Asantsev, a 

United Russia official, said three 
independents had joined the 
party’s fraction in Novosibirsk 
giving it a slender majority 
there, the Moskovsky Komso-
molets newspaper reported.

Elsewhere, United Russia 
looked to have maintained its 
grip on power and was on 
course to retain majorities in an 
array of regional legislative 
assemblies. Local elections took 
place in nearly all of Russia’s 
regions.

The independent Golos 
election watchdog said it had 
received more than 1,000 com-
plaints alleging violations at 
polling stations and that mon-
itors had faced restrictions in 
their work. 

Massive chunk of Greenland’s
ice cap crashes into the sea
AP — COPENHAGEN

A big chunk of Greenland’s ice 
cap, estimated to be some 
110sq km, has broken off in the 
far north east Arctic which 
scientists say is evidence of 
rapid climate change.

The glacier section broke 
off  the f jord called 
Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden, which 
is roughly 80km long and 
20km wide, the National Geo-
logical Survey of Denmark and 
Greenland said yesterday. The 
glacier is at the end of the 
Northeast Greenland Ice 
Stream, where it flows off land 
and into the ocean.

Annual end-of-melt-
season changes for the Arctic’s 
largest ice shelf in Northeast 
Greenland are measured by 
optical satellite imagery, the 
survey known as GEUS said. It 
shows that the area losses for 

the past two years each 
exceeded 50sq km. 

The ice shelf has lost 160sq 
miles, an area nearly twice that 
of Manhattan Island, New York, 
since 1999.

“We should be very con-
cerned about what appears to 
be progressive disintegration 
at the Arctic’s largest remaining 
ice shelf,” said GEUS professor 
Jason Box.

“Another massive chunk of 
vital sea ice has fallen into the 
ocean,” said Greenpeace 
spokeswoman Laura Meller 
who is aboard the organiza-
tion’s ship Arctic Sunrise at the 
edge of the sea ice. 

“This is yet another alarm 
bell being rung by the climate 
crisis in a rapidly heating 
Arctic.” 

Last week, Ruth Mottram, 
an ice scientist at the Danish 
Meteorological Institute in 

Copenhagen, said, “again this 
year, the ice sheet has lost 
more ice than has been added 
in the form of snow.”

 “What is thought-pro-
voking is that if we... had seen 

this meltdown 30 years ago, we 
would have called it extreme. 
So in recent years, we have 
become accustomed to a high 
meltdown.” 

In August, a study showed 

that Greenland lost a record 
amount of ice during an extra-
warm 2019, with the melt 
massive enough to cover Cal-
ifornia in more than 1.25 
meters of water.

A file photo of a satellite image released by European Space Agency showing ice breaking off the 
Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden glacier in Northeast Greenland.  

Romania reopens 

schools under 

strict rules as 

virus cases rise

REUTERS — BUCHAREST

Romania reopened schools for 
2.8 million children yesterday 
after a six-month closure to 
fight the coronavirus outbreak, 
ordering pupils to wear face 
masks as infections rise.

With 104,000 cases, and 
new infections jumping above 
1,000 a day since July, millions 
of teachers, students and 
parents face a tough challenge 
to adapt after months of online 
teaching at home.

The spike has been among 
Europe’s fastest, together with 
Spain, France, Malta and 
Croatia, according to the 
European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control.

More than 17,000 schools 
reopened their gates.

President Klaus Iohannis 
imposed a strict lockdown 
across the country of 20 
million in March and while 
restrictions have been eased, 
masks have been compulsory 
in public transport and indoor 
public spaces since May 15.

Iohannis urged students “to 
become super-heroes who 
wear the mask, wash hands 
and listen to their teachers, 
protect parents and grand-
parents, the most exposed to 
the danger of getting sick.” 

“I’ll wash my hands with 
disinfectant, I feel fine with the 
mask... we’ll be wearing it for 
four hours,” said 6-year-old 
Maria Militaru before her first 
day at a school near Bucha-
rest’s East Railway station.

School sports involving 
physical contact, such as 
soccer and basketball, are 
banned.

Greece resettling stranded migrants to tent camp on Lesbos

REUTERS — ATHENS

Greece has resettled hundreds 
of migrants in a temporary new 
tent facility after a fire 
destroyed their overcrowded 
refugee camp on the island of 
Lesbos and hopes to have 
moved all of them this week, 
government officials said 
yesterday.

More than 12,000 people, 
mostly refugees from Afghan-
istan, Africa and Syria, are 
without shelter and are having 
to sleep out in the open without 
proper sanitation after the fire 
tore through the Moria migrant 

camp last Wednesday.
Greece is now registering 

the migrants and testing them 
for the COVID-19 disease before 
channelling them into the tem-
porary tent camp, government 
spokesman Stelios Petsas said, 
though a police officer said 
some were refusing to move to 
the facility.

“We expect that in the next 
three to four days all will be 
housed, a bit less than the (total 
number of) roughly 12,000 
homeless,” he told reporters.

Authorities have already 
moved some 400 minors from 
the island to the Greek 

mainland since the blaze for 
possible resettlement in other 
European countries.

About 600 migrants have 
so far been resettled in the tem-
porary tent camp and 14 of 
them have tested positive for 
COVID-19, a government 
official said.

In the chaos following last 
week’s fire, authorities lost sight 
of 35 people who had tested 
positive, deepening fears of an 
outbreak among migrants 
sleeping closely together 
without proper sanitation.

Petsas repeated yesterday 
the government’s suspicion that 

the fire was started deliberately 
“by migrants who wanted to 
blackmail the government to 
leave the island”. An investi-
gation into the cause of the 
blaze is continuing.

Prime Minister Kyriakos Mit-
sotakis said on Sunday that 
Greece would build a permanent 
new migrant reception centre 
to replace the Moria facility. Ger-
many’s Bild newspaper reported 
yesterday that Berlin is consid-
ering taking in thousands of ref-
ugees from Lesbos as a one-off 
gesture and also wants the Moria 
camp to be rebuilt and run by 
the European Union.

WHO reports new daily 
record in COVID-19 cases
AFP — GENEVA

The World Health Organisation’s COVID-19 dashboard showed 
yesterday a new one-day record high had been reached at 307,930 
confirmed cases of the new coronavirus.

The WHO’s complete figures for Sunday showed that 307,930 
cases were confirmed to the UN health agency during the day, 
19,870 higher than Saturday’s tally.

Daily confirmed cases have only topped 300,000 once before, 
when 306,857 were recorded on September 6.

Within each week, the pattern of cases being reported to the 
WHO tends to spike towards Friday, Saturday and Sunday, and 
dip around Tuesday and Wednesday. According to the WHO’s 
figures, there have been more than 28,870,000 confirmed cases 
of the respiratory disease, while more than 921,800 people have 
lost their lives, including 5,537 yesterday.

Lukashenko thanked Putin for his support 
and vowed to stick closer to “elder brother” 
Moscow during one-to-one talks at the 
Russian president’s residence in the Black 
Sea resort of Sochi. The Belarusian leader was 
making his first foreign trip since his disputed 
win in August 9 presidential polls prompted 
mass protests against his rule.
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Hurricane Sally threatens US Gulf
Coast; offshore oil wells, ports shut
REUTERS — HOUSTON

Energy companies, ports and 
refiners yesterday raced to shut 
down as Hurricane Sally bores 
in on the central US Gulf Coast, 
the second significant hurricane 
to shutter oil and gas activity 
over the last month.

Sally was upgraded to a 
hurricane yesterday, the US 
National Hurricane Center 
(NHC) said, but its trajectory has 
shifted east towards Mississippi, 
likely sparing some of Louisi-
ana’s refining operations.

The hurricane is disrupting 
oil imports and exports, as the 
nation’s sole offshore terminal, 
the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port, 
stopped loading tanker ships on 
Sunday, while the port of New 
Orleans was to be closed 
yesterday.

Numerous offshore pro-
duction facilities have been 
shut, including those operated 
by Chevron Corp and BP Plc. 
Last month, Hurricane Laura 
forced roughly 1.5 million 
barrels per day (bpd) of output 
to temporarily close.

The port of New Orleans 
and LOOP combined exported 
about 307,000bpd of crude and 
411,000bpd of refined products 
and imported about 
342,000bpd in crude for the 
June-to-August period, 
according to Kpler data.

As of 12.05p.m. EDT (1605 
GMT), Sally was about 135 miles 
east-southeast of the mouth of 
the Mississippi River, with 
winds up to 85mph.

Officials in states issued 

mandatory evacuations for res-
idents in low-lying areas.

The US Coast Guard said all 
southbound vessel traffic from 
the port of New Orleans would 
be brought to a halt at noon 
CDT yesterday and stop all 
traffic from the port at 6pm 
CDT.

Refiners in the region are 
winding down operations. The 
Phillips 66 Alliance oil refinery, 
which processes 255,000bpd 

at a site along the Mississippi 
River on the coast of Louisiana, 
shut on Monday, said energy 
industry intelligence service 
Genscape.

Shell cut production to 
minimum rates on Monday at 
its 227,400bpd Norco, Loui-
siana, refinery, including idling 
the refinery’s crude distillation 
unit, said sources familiar with 
plant operations.

Valero Energy Corp’s 

125 ,000-barrel-per-day 
refinery plans to continue 
normal operations as the storm 
will pass to the east, sources 
told Reuters.

Chevron, BP, Equinor and 
Murphy Oil all evacuated some 
offshore workers from pro-
duction platforms, the com-
panies reported. Royal Dutch 
Shell Plc curtailed production 
at its Olympus, Mars and 
Appomattox platforms on 
Monday, the company said.

US Gulf of Mexico offshore 
oil production delivers about 17 
percent of US crude oil and 5 
percent of US natural gas 
output. As much as 1.5 million 
barrels per day of offshore oil 
production was shut in by Hur-
ricane Laura last month. 

Tropical Storm Sally churning in the Gulf of Mexico in a satellite image taken from a video, yesterday.  

Trump signs new 
executive order to 
lower drug prices
REUTERS — WASHINGTON

 
US President Donald Trump 
signed a new executive order on 
Sunday aimed at lowering drug 
prices in the United States by 
linking them to those of other 
nations and expanding the scope 
of a July action.

“My Most Favoured Nation 
order will ensure that our 
Country gets the same low price 
Big Pharma gives to other coun-
tries. The days of global free-
riding at America’s expense are 
over,” Trump said in a Twitter 
post.

The latest step, coming less 
than two months before the 
November 3 presidential 
election, would replace a July 24 
Trump executive order.

It extends the mandate to 
prescription drugs available at a 
pharmacy, which are covered 
under Medicare Part D. The July 
version focused on drugs typi-
cally administered in doctors’ 
offices and health clinics, 
covered by Medicare Part B.

Specifically, it would pay a 
price for a drug that matches the 
lowest price paid among wealthy 
foreign governments. Medicare, 
the government healthcare pro-
gramme for seniors, is currently 
prohibited from negotiating 
prices it pays to drugmakers.

It also requires issuing new 
federal rules, a complex process 
that might not be done by 
Election Day. Determining prices 
paid by other countries could be 
challenging as negotiations 

between governments and drug-
makers often are kept 
confidential.

The industry’s largest trade 
group — the Pharmaceutical 
Research and Manufacturers of 
America, or PhRMA — 
denounced Trump’s move as “a 
reckless attack on the very com-
panies working around the clock 
to beat COVID-19.” PhRMA Pres-
ident and Chief Executive 
Stephen Ubl called the policy 
“unworkable” and an “over-
reach,” and said it would give 
foreign governments a say in 
how the United States provides 
access to treatments.

Larry Levitt, health econ-
omist at the Kaiser Family Foun-
dation research organisation, 
wrote on Twitter that Trump’s 
executive order “does not by 
itself do anything. It has to be fol-
lowed up by regulations, which 
will take time.” The Biotech-
nology Innovation Organisation 
said the move would reduce 
industry investment. “We will 
use every tool available - 
including legal action if nec-
essary - to fight this risky foreign 
price control scheme,” Dr. 
Michelle McMurry-Heath, pres-
ident and CEO of the group, said 
in a statement.

Dan Mendelson, founder of 
consultancy Avalere Health, said 
Trump’s move would not affect 
drug prices for senior citizens 
before the November 3 election, 
adding that polling shows Amer-
icans are more concerned with 
the coronavirus than drug prices.

Mnuchin says he will continue to work on virus aid deal
REUTERS — WASHINGTON

US Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin yesterday said there 
still could be a deal with 
Congress for more federal coro-
navirus aid, a day after US 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
also voiced optimism despite 
the Senate’s failure to pass an 
aid bill last week.

“I will continue to work on 
this. I’ve told the speaker I’m 

available anytime to negotiate, 
no conditions,” he told CNBC in 
an interview.

Efforts to provide additional 
financial aid amid the ongoing 
novel coronavirus pandemic 
have stalled all summer even 
as the number of US cases con-
tinues to climb, now exceeding 
6.5 million.  More than 194,000 
people in the United States have 
died from COVID-19, which has 
also rocked the nation’s 

economy. Pelosi and fellow 
Democrats who control the 
House of Representatives 
passed their $3.4 trillion aid bill 
in mid-May. 

The Republican-led Senate 
failed to get traction on a $1 
trillion counterproposal before 
taking up a slimmed-down 
$300bn measure last week that 
failed to pass.

Asked about executive 
actions Trump could take if 

Congress doesn’t reach a deal, 
Mnuchin noted: “There are lim-
itations. That’s why it very 
important that we have 
stimulus that helps areas of the 
economy that need support.” 

He added that he looked 
forward to a bipartisan proposal 
from lawmakers expected as 
soon as Monday. Politico 
reported the so-called Problem 
Solvers caucus was preparing 
a plan that would drop 

Democrats’ demand for more 
state and local aid, which had 
become a sticking point with 
the Trump administration. 
Reuters could not immediately 
confirm the report.

Mnuchin separately told 
reporters at the White House 
that he expected details of a 
continuing resolution to fund 
US government agencies past 
September 30 to be finalised 
this week. 

Trudeau worried

about uptick

in infections
AFP — OTTAWA

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
warned yesterday that Canada 
was “not out of the woods” 
with the coronavirus, urging 
citizens to be vigilant amid an 
uptick in virus cases 
nationwide.

The country recorded more 
than 1,300 cases over the 
weekend — a level not seen 
since early summer.

Yesterday, Quebec and 
Ontario provinces, the most 
populous in Canada and the 
hardest-hit by the pandemic, 
confirmed nearly 600 cases.

“One of the things we’re 
seeing is, with numbers rising 
across the country, we are not 
out of the woods,” Trudeau told 
a press conference in Ottawa.

He said the resumption of 
classes and the reopening of 
the Canadian economy, 
meaning more people are back 
to work, had led to an increase 
in case numbers.

“The last thing anyone 
wants is to go into this fall in a 
lockdown similar to this spring. 
And the way we can prevent 
that is by remaining vigilant,” 
Trudeau said, reiterating the 
importance of wearing masks 
and practicing social 
distancing.

On Saturday, Quebec 
became the first Canadian 
province to fine people for 
refusing to wear face coverings 
in enclosed public spaces. The 
fines run from $303-4,550.

That did not prevent a 
crowd of several thousand 
people from protesting against 
mask wearing in Montreal on 
Saturday.

As of yesterday, Canada 
had registered more than 
137,000 coronavirus cases 
since mid-March. More than 
9,200 people have died as a 
result of COVID-19.

Testing positive: Half of Argentina’s 
coronavirus checks yield infection
REUTERS — BUENOS AIRES

Argentina’s coronavirus “positive 
rate,” the number of daily infec-
tions to the number of tests 
carried out, has topped 50 
percent, underscoring how much 
work the South American 
country has to do to bring the 
virus under control.

Health ministry data yes-
terday showed the country 
carried out 17,955 tests the day 
before, when it recorded 9,056 
confirmed COVID-19 cases. That 
indicates a positive rate of 50.4 
percent, one of the highest in the 
world. Argentina, which was one 
of the region’s success stories 
early on with a strict lockdown 

imposed in March, has seen 
infections soar in recent months, 
first gripping the capital Buenos 
Aires and surrounding areas and 
now spreading in the provinces. 
The country, which has been 

trying to open its hard-hit 
economy, has a total of 555,537 
confirmed cases, the tenth-
highest case load in the world, 
with 11,412 fatalities.

The proportion of daily infec-
tions to tests had been between 
above 40 percent since the start 
of August, but had not quite 
climbed above half before 
Sunday. Other countries in the 
region including Bolivia and 
Mexico also have sky-high pos-
itive rates.

Latin America is the region 
with the highest number of coro-
navirus cases and deaths glo-
bally, which has pummelled the 
regional economy, pushing mil-
lions below the poverty line.

Citizens take part in a protest against the extension of the mandatory quarantine,  which has already 
lasted 180 days, in Buenos Aires. Argentina, yesterday.

Democrats trying to
streamline mail
balloting for voters
AP — DENVER 

Democrats are rolling out an 
expanded online portal that 
allows people to register to vote 
and request a mail ballot in their 
state and even helps digitise their 
signature on their paperwork.

The updates to the Demo-
cratic National Committee’s 
IWillVote.com are an example 
of the latest way both parties 
have tried to adapt the 
mechanics of modern cam-
paigning to the realities of voting 
during the pandemic.

“The stakes for our country 
have never been higher, and 
we’re making sure Americans 
have all the information they 
need in order to make their plan 
to vote and send Joe Biden and 
Kamala Harris to the White 
House,” Democratic National 
Committee chairman Tom Perez 
said in a statement released 
Monday.

Both major parties have 
rejiggered their get-out-the-vote 
playbooks during the pandemic. 
Democrats’ adjustment has been 
most dramatic as they’ve largely 
suspended the door knocking 
that is a staple of election years. 
Instead, they’ve taken their field 
program digital, texting and 
calling potential voters and 
talking them through the newly 
complex logistics of voting, either 
in person or via mail ballot.

Republicans are also urging 
their voters to cast ballots by 
mail, touting the method to new 
registrants and promoting it in 
mailings, some of which include 
applications for absentee ballots. 
But their task has been compli-
cated by President Donald 
Trump baseless claim that mail 
voting will lead to massive fraud, 
which has led far fewer GOP 
voters to request mail ballots 

than Democratic ones.
Republicans have a potential 

advantage over Democrats, 
though — they’ve restarted face-
to-face get-out-the-vote pro-
grams. “We are rolling out one 
of the largest, most aggressive 
and battle-tested Get Out The 
Vote programs focused on Early 
Voting and voting on Election 
Day,” Republican National Com-
mittee spokeswoman Mandi 
Merritt said.

The party has its own online 
portal, Vote.GOP, to register 
voters and help them find ways 
to vote, and Merritt said it 
received 1.1 million visitors 
during last month’s party 
convention.

But Democrats are hitching 
more of their hopes to digital 
organising. Their redesigned 
website provides different 
methods of registering to vote 
and requesting absentee ballots 
tailored to voters’ home states. 
It allows voters to either register 
online, request ballots online or 
have the materials sent through 
the mail, with a postage-paid 
return envelope included to 
submit the ballot to the local 
elections office.

The site even allows voters 
in certain states to provide sig-
natures on their online ballot 
applications. These signatures 
will often go on file with elec-
tions offices to be checked 
against voters’ signatures on the 
actual absentee ballot to verify 
their identity.

Democrats have already 
adjusted their phone banking 
strategy, with volunteers and 
staffers now spending time 
talking voters through how to 
request a ballot in their local 
jurisdiction in a model that 
some have compared to tech 
support. 

Canada’s Prime Minister  
Justin Trudeau

Sally was upgraded to a hurricane yesterday, 
the US National Hurricane Center said, 
but its trajectory has shifted east towards 
Mississippi, likely sparing some of Louisiana’s 
refining operations.

The country, which 
has been trying to 
open its hard-hit 
economy, has a total 
of 555,537 confirmed 
cases, the tenth-
highest case load 
in the world, with 
11,412 fatalities.
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Trump stresses forest 
management over climate 
change as wildfires rage
REUTERS — WILMINGTON

 
The wildfires sweeping the west 
coast states assumed centre 
stage yesterday in the US 
election campaign, with Pres-
ident Donald Trump visiting 
California after blaming the 
blazes on poor forest 
management and his Demo-
cratic challenger, Joe Biden, 
stressing the role of climate 
change in stoking the fires.

The Republican president, 
seeking re-election on 
November 3, was due to meet 
with firefighters and emergency 
officials in Northern California. 
Democrats have blasted Trump 
for remaining mostly silent 
about the largest wildfires in 
state history, except for his 
efforts to blame the blazes on 
failures by the state 
government.

Biden, slammed by Repub-
licans for not visiting disaster 
areas, spoke from his home 
state of Delaware on the threat 
of extreme weather that climate 
scientists have said is super-
charging fires.

“I think this is more of a 
management situation,” Trump 
said, when asked by a reporter 
if climate change was a factor 
behind the fires, claiming that 
many other countries are not 
facing a similar problem. “They 
don’t have problems like this. 
They have very explosive trees, 

but they don’t have problems 
like this.” He said forest man-
agement changes were some-
thing that could be tackled 
quickly.

“When you get into climate 
change, well is India going to 
change its ways? And is China 
going to change its ways? And 
Russia? Is Russia going to 
change its ways. So, you have a 
lot of countries that are going 
to have change because they 
make up... a big preponderance 
of the pollution,” he said after 
landing in McLellan Park, 
California.

Trump has pulled the United 
States out of the Paris accord 
that laid out an international 
approach to climate change 
while Biden says climate change 
is on his list of major crises 
facing the United States.

Wildfires across Oregon, 
California and Washington state 
have destroyed thousands of 
homes and a half dozen small 

towns since August, scorching 
more than 4 million acres and 
killing more than two dozen 
people.

Drone footage showed hun-
dreds of homes reduced to 
ashes in the southern Oregon 
communities of Phoenix and 
Talent, around 5 miles south of 
Medford last week, after a 
wind-driven firestorm raced 
north, blowing embers into 
trailer parks and residential 
subdivisions.

Search-and-rescue teams 
went through gutted homes in 
more than half a dozen Oregon 
communities looking for human 
remains after state officials said 
they expected “mass casualty 
incidents.” Trump has 
authorized federal disaster aid 
for both California and Oregon.

Trump’s administration has 
waged a series of legal battles 
with Democratic-run California, 
the most populous US state, on 
a variety of issues including 

immigration and environmental 
policy. The state for its part has 
sued his administration more 
than 100 times. Trump lost 
badly in California in the 2016 
election and is expected to fare 
poorly there in November.

The president and his 
administration have sought to 
pin the blame for the large wild-
fires on state officials, saying 
fuel-choked forests and scrub 
need to be thinned, fire breaks 
must be cut and flammable 
dead leaves cleared from forest 
floors. Biden has blamed 
human-caused higher average 
temperatures in US West coast 
states for the wildfires.

Calling Trump a “climate 
arsonist,” Biden said, “If we 
have four more years of 
Trump’s climate denial, how 
many suburbs will be burned 
by wildfires? How many sub-
urban neighborhoods will have 

been flooded out,” he said.
Biden was referring to 

Trump’s focus on suburban 
voters, saying Biden would 
bring chaos to them by changing 
policy on low-income housing. 
Trump has struck a “law and 
order” theme in the wake of 
anti-racism protests.

After four days of brutally 
hot, windy conditions in 
Oregon, the weekend brought 
calmer winds blowing inland 
from the Pacific Ocean, and 
cooler, moister weather that 
helped crews make headway 
against blazes that burned 
unchecked last week.

In Clackamas County south 
of Portland, Oregon relief crews 
dished out food to some of the 
tens of thousands of residents 
ordered to evacuate. These res-
idents faced the added chal-
lenge of gaining food and 
shelter during a pandemic.

“We want to make sure that 
everybody maintains social dis-
tance as much as possible,” said 
Jeremy Van Keuren, community 
resilience manager at the 
Portland Bureau of Emergency 
Management.

Around Phoenix and Talent, 
some people set up food sta-
tions in parking lots while 
others guarded homes from 
looters who tend to appear at 
dusk, according to a witness.

A man was charged with 
arson on Friday for starting the 
blaze that burned towns and 
another man was arrested in 
Portland yesterday after he 
started six small fires that did 
not burn any structures, 
Portland police reported.

Police across Oregon have 
cautioned against “fake” posts 
blaming wildfires on left-wing 
anti fascists or right wing Proud 
Boy activists.

US President Donald Trump listens as California Governor Gavin Newsom speaks during a briefing 
on wildfires in McClellan Park, California, yesterday.

US court allows Trump to phase out immigrant humanitarian protections
REUTERS — WASHINGTON

A US appeals court yesterday 
sided with President Donald 
Trump over his administration’s 
decision to end humanitarian 
protections for hundreds of 
thousands of immigrants, many 
of whom have lived in the 
United States for decades.

In a 2-1 ruling, a panel of 
three judges in the California-
based 9th US Circuit Court of 
Appeals reversed a lower court 
decision that had blocked 
Trump’s move to phase out so-
called Temporary Protected 
Status (TPS) for people from El 
Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua and 
Sudan.

The ruling is also expected 
to affect the status of people 

from Honduras and Nepal, who 
filed a separate lawsuit that was 
suspended last year pending the 
outcome of the broader case.

The TPS enrollees from the 
six countries currently have 
work authorisation through Jan. 
4, 2021. 

The appeals court ruling 
means that those immigrants 
will be required to find another 
way to remain in the United 
States legally or depart after a 
wind-down period of at least 
six months and longer in the 
case of El Salvador. However, 
the case is likely to be appealed 
to the US Supreme Court, which 
could delay that outcome.

Judge Consuelo Callahan, an 
appointee of Republican former 
President George W Bush, wrote 

in a 54-page opinion that the 
Trump administration decisions 
to phase out the protections 
were not reviewable and 
therefore should not have been 
blocked.

Callahan also rejected a 
claim by plaintiffs that Trump’s 
past criticism of non-white, 
non-European immigrants 
influenced the TPS decisions.

“While we do not condone 
the offensive and disparaging 
nature of the president’s 
remarks, we find it instructive 
that these statements occurred 
primarily in contexts removed 
from and unrelated to TPS 
policy or decisions,” she wrote.

The termination of TPS for 
Haitians is also subject to sep-
arate litigation in the 2nd US 

Circuit Court of Appeals in New 
York.

Trump has made his tough 
immigration stance a hallmark 
of his presidency and 2020 re-
election campaign against 
Democratic challenger Joe 
Biden.

TPS allows foreigners 
whose home countries expe-
rience a natural disaster, 
armed conflict or other 
extraordinary event to remain 
in the United States and apply 
for work permits. 

The status must be renewed 
periodically by the secretary of 
homeland security, who can 
extend it for six- to 18-month 
intervals.

The Trump administration 
has argued that most countries 

in the program have recovered 
from the related disasters or 
conflicts, while the status has 
been renewed for years beyond 
its need.

The Biden campaign has 
called the TPS decisions “polit-
ically motivated” and said that 
Biden would protect enrollees 
from being returned to unsafe 
countries.

Immigrants from El Sal-
vador make up the largest 
group of TPS recipients, with 
an estimated 263,000 Salva-
dorans covered by the pro-
gramme, but a bilateral 
agreement will allow Salva-
dorans an additional year to 
stay in the United States if the 
courts ultimately uphold 
Trump’s termination. 

Three dead
in violent
rampage in
Tennessee
AP — NASHVILLE

A gunman killed two people 
and wounded three others in 
a series of shootings and 
carjackings that ended with a 
high-speed chase as he fled 
police. He ultimately wrecked 
the car he stole and killed 
himself, while his remaining 
hostage survived, the 
Tennessee Bureau of Investi-
gation said.

The string of crimes began 
on Sunday morning along 
Interstate 24 near Beechgrove 
when Dangelo Dorsey, 29, 
opened fire inside a moving 
vehicle, killing one person 
and wounding another, TBI 
Director David Rausch said in 
a news release.

Dorsey, of St Louis, Mis-
souri, got out of the vehicle 
as traffic came to a halt on 
the interstate, shooting a 
driver in the hand as he 
attempted to carjack her 
vehicle, and shooting a 
nearby truck driver in the 
face, Rausch said.

Dorsey then carjacked a 
man and woman, forcing 
them to drive him to their 
home in Morrison, Rausch 
said. While there, Dorsey 
allegedly stole two of their 
guns, swapped vehicles and 
forced the man and woman 
to go with him.

At some point, authorities 
said, Dorsey fatally shot the 
man and forced his body out 
of the vehicle along I-24 near 
Manchester, then drove off 
with the woman still inside 
the car.

Officials then located the 
SUV and a chase ensued, 
reaching speeds over 
100mph. The SUV crashed 
and flipped, Rausch said.

“At that point, Dorsey 
took his own life,” Rausch 
stated. “The female hostage 
was safely recovered.” The 
investigation is ongoing, 
Rausch said.

“I want to extend our 
deepest sympathies to the 
innocent lives that have been 
impacted by today’s set of 
events,” Rausch stated.

He also thanked drivers 
on the interstate for their 
patience during the investi-
gation, acknowledging that 
the work by law enforcement 
“resulted in chaos, delays and 
inconvenience.”

A man crosses a street in downtown Portland, Oregon, as wildfires continue to burn in many parts of 
the state, yesterday.  Smoke from wildfires and fog are blanketing the city. Of the at least 33 people 
killed by the blazes since the beginning of summer, 25 died this week alone. 

Smoke blankets US city

First US flight to
Antarctica aims 
to keep out virus
AP — WELLINGTON

The first US flight into Antarctica 
following months of winter 
darkness arrived yesterday with 
crews taking extra precautions 
to keep out the coronavirus.

Antarctica is the only con-
tinent without the virus, and 
there is a global effort to make 
sure incoming scientists and 
workers don’t bring it with 
them. The US Air Force flight left 
yesterday from the gateway city 
of Christchurch carrying 106 
passengers and crew, said Tony 
German, the US Antarctic pro-
gramme’s representative in 
New Zealand.

He said the new arrivals will 
start getting ready for the 
summer and swap out with 
skeleton crews who have spent 
the Southern Hemisphere 
winter in Antarctica.

The flight was delayed for 
three weeks by big storms, 
resulting in an extended six-
week quarantine for those 
aboard. German said the crews 
were first isolated in San Fran-
cisco for four days and then 
spent another five weeks iso-
lated in New Zealand, under-
going several virus tests along 
the way. Upon their arrival at 
McMurdo Station, the facility 
entered Code Yellow, meaning 
everybody will wear masks for 
two weeks.

“We are being meticulous 
to ensure nothing happens,” 

German said.
If the virus was to break out 

at the station, he said, they have 
protocols in place to test and 
isolate anybody who is infected.

Still, the flight delays over 
recent weeks underscore how 
difficult it can be to quickly 
evacuate people from Ant-
arctica who are suffering severe 
medical problems.

German said it took more 
than a week for winter crews at 
McMurdo, the main US station 
on Antarctica, to dig out from 
the storms and clear the runway 
in order for the flight to proceed.

The Boeing C-17 Globe-
master that landed yesterday 
afternoon was the first US flight 
to arrive on the continent since 
early May.

Officials say unusual 
teamwork among the United 
States, China, Russia and other 
countries took place this year 
to ensure they keep the virus 
out. All are planning reduced 
numbers at their stations. The 
number of people at McMurdo 
is set to peak at 450 this 
summer, about one-third the 
usual. Some planned research 
and construction will be 
delayed. German said the main 
goals are to keep the facilities 
running and prepare for next 
year’s winter-over, while trying 
to do some science along the 
way.

“The show must go on,” he 
said.

Shooting of youth being probed in Pennsylvania
REUTERS — NEW YORK

An investigation into the shooting 
of a 27-year-old man in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania is 
ongoing after news of the 
incident sparked protests in the 
small city on Sunday night, a 
spokesman for the local district 
attorney’s office said.

The Lancaster City Bureau of 
Police said that one of their 
officers shot the man — identified 
by the district attorney’s office as 
Ricardo Munoz — late on Sunday 
afternoon after responding to a 
report of a domestic disturbance. 
The city’s police department, 

which released body camera 
footage of the incident, said the 
man chased after the officer 
brandishing a knife in his right 
hand.

“The officer fired several 
shots from his firearm, striking 
the subject,” the police 
department said in a statement, 
adding that the man did not 
survive the shooting and was 
pronounced dead at the scene.

Details of the man’s back-
ground have not been disclosed 
by the police. More than a 
hundred protesters gathered 
outside the city’s police station 
after the shooting, the police 

department said, making Lan-
caster the latest flashpoint in a 
summer of US civil unrest over 
racism and police shootings.

During the protests, bricks 
were thrown through the front 
of the police station and into the 
post office window, the police 
department said in a statement, 
adding that chemical agents were 
used to disperse the crowd.

Brett Hambright, a 
spokesman for the Lancaster 
County District Attorney’s office, 
said an investigation into the 
incident was ongoing and 
declined to provide further 
details.

“I think this is more of a management 
situation,” Trump said, when asked by a 
reporter if climate change was a factor behind 
the fires, claiming that many other countries 
are not facing a similar problem. “They don’t 
have problems like this. They have very 
explosive trees, but they don’t have problems 
like this.”
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W ALRUWAIS : 32o → 40o 
W ALKHOR : 30o → 39o 
W DUKHAN : 27o → 37o 
W WAKRAH : 30o → 39o 
W MESAIEED : 30o → 39o 
W ABUSAMRA : 26o → 41o

Hazy at first becomes 
hot daytime with 
some clouds.

Minimum Maximum
32oC  40oC

WEATHER 
TODAY

LOW TIDE  08:14 – 23:03

HIGH TIDE  
01:50 – 15:22  

PRAYER TIMINGSPPPPRAYRRRAAAYARA MMMMIINNNNNNNNNGGGGGGMMMMMMMMMIIINNNNNNGGGGNNNNGGGIINNNNGNNNNNNNNN

 PRAYER
TIMINGS

FAJR
SUNRISE

04.02 am 
05.20 am

DHUHR 11.30 am

ISHA 07.08 pm
MAGHRIB
ASR 02.57 pm

05.38 pm

A model presents a creation during a Crimean Fashion Week show near the White Rock, also known 
as Aq-Qaya, outside Belogorsk, in Crimea, on Sunday.

Crimean Fashion Week

Facebook lets friends watch shows together while apart
AFP — SAN FRANCISCO

Coronavirus lockdowns have 
led to a sharp increase in virtual 
watch parties as a way to get 
together with friends, and 
Facebook is getting in on the 
action.

The world’s largest social 
network yesterday launched 
Watch Together, a free feature 

it is rolling out globally on its 
Messenger communication 
platform.

“Connecting through video 
has understandably become 
more important for our Mes-
senger community in the past 
few months,” Facebook product 
manager Nora Micheva said in 
a blog post.

“We created Watch 

Together to make spending 
quality time with friends and 
loved ones feel as close to an 
in-person experience as pos-
sible.” There are more than 150 
million video calls a day on 
Messenger, and more than 200 
million videos sent each day 
using the service, according to 
Micheva.

Watch Together is designed 

to let people enjoy videos 
simultaneously while chatting 
with friends on screen in a 
video call.

“Whether it’s watching a 
trending video, a movie, a 
sports highlight, a makeup 
tutorial, or a Facebook Watch 
original, the feature allows you 
to watch your friends’ reactions 
at the same time,” Micheva said.

For the launch, Facebook has 
partnered with celebrity fitness 
trainer Melissa Alcantara to 
create a series of workout videos.

Watch Together can be acti-
vated from a Messenger video 
call capable of handling up to 
eight people, or in virtual 
“rooms” that as many as 50 
online friends can visit at the 
same time.

Potential sign of alien life detected on inhospitable Venus

Busan film festival cut back, 
delayed over pandemic
AFP — SEOUL

The Busan International Film 
Festival, Asia’s biggest gathering 
of its kind, will be reduced to a 
fraction of its usual scale with 
several sections moved online 
because of the coronavirus 
pandemic, organisers said.

The event normally sees a 
host of stars and industry 
figures from across Asia and 
further afield, including some 
from Hollywood, descend on 
the South Korean port city for 
10 days of critical consideration 
and financial deal-making.

But South Korea — which 
largely overcame an early 
coronavirus surge with 
extensive tracing and testing — 
has seen several clusters in 
recent weeks, raising concerns 
of a second wave and 
prompting authorities to 
tighten social distancing 
measures last month.

Those curbs are being 

temporarily eased in the 
greater Seoul area, officials 
announced at the weekend, but 
Busan organisers said they had 
no choice but to cut back on the 
festival — which will also be 
delayed by two weeks.

“We agonised over whether 
we should go ahead with 
hosting the event,” festival 
chairman Lee Yong-Kwan said.

And he hinted that it could 
still be cancelled altogether if 
Korea’s traditional Chuseok 
harvest festival triggers a new 
surge in infections.

“There could be a situation 
in which we won’t be able to 
host the event,” he said.Origi-
nally set for early October, 
organisers said it will be pushed 
back to October 21-30 and gave 
details of the cutbacks in a 
statement. “All outdoor events 
are cancelled, including the 
opening and closing cere-
monies, in order to prevent 
crowds from gathering”.  

QF, Qatar Museums launch 
global digital art contest
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Artists are being invited to use their crea-
tivity to capture the spirit of human resil-
ience in the face of crisis through a new 
digital art contest and online exhibition 
organised by Qatar Foundation and 
Qatar Museums as part of Qatar France 
2020 Year of Culture, to be hosted at the 
Paris Peace Forum.

The newly launched initiative, titled 
The Untold Stories of Resilience, aims to 
gather artistic interpretations of 
COVID-19 and the way global humanity 
has responded and adapted to the pan-
demic, by encouraging people to draw 
on their own experiences of life in a time 
of unique challenges.

Selected artworks submitted through 
the contest will become part of an online 
exhibition to be held in the framework 
of the Paris Peace Forum, an annual 
summit that brings together members 
of civil society from around the world 
to identify how global governance can 
identify solutions to key issues facing 
the world. Its 2020 edition will take place 
in Paris and on the forum’s digital plat-
forms from November 11 to 13, during 
the Year of Culture Qatar-France 2020, 
with Qatar Foundation — as a strategic 
partner — participating in panel discus-
sions and side events that reflect its 
mission and its contribution to society 
in its 25th anniversary year.

Aysha Al Mudahka, Director of 

Strategic Initiatives and Partnership 
Development, Qatar Foundation, said, 
“The Untold Stories of Resilience is an 
opportunity for the global artistic com-
munity to document this extraordinary 
period in our lives, and reflect how we 
have faced up to it and come closer 
together even when we may be apart. 
For all its impact on our lives, even a 
pandemic cannot stem creativity and 
expression, and this contest aims to illus-
trate our strength in adversity through 
the power of art.

“As the Paris Peace Forum 2020 
approaches, Qatar Foundation and Qatar 
Museums are delighted to give the 
world’s artists the opportunity to place 
in the spotlight their interpretations of 
resilience in a COVID-19 world.”

Aisha Ghanem Alattiya, Head of 
Years of Culture, Qatar Museums, said, 
“The Years of Culture have always been 
dedicated to promoting creativity and 
cultural exchange. 

“In this context, it was important for 
Qatar Museums to partner with Qatar 

Foundation and the Paris Peace Forum 
2020 to support creative talents. Digital 
art is often synonymous with creativity 
and cultural expression, both essential ele-
ments in our societies. This competition 
will surpass cultural barriers, bring people 
together without limits and boundaries, 
and showcase how resilience in times of 
adversity can be expresses in art.” 

Artists aged 16 and older from around 
the world are eligible to submit their 
work in order for it to be considered for 
exhibition, and applications are also wel-
comed from galleries and agents repre-
senting artists. 

To be accepted, submitted works 
must use digital technology, such as 
digital paintings, drawings, photography, 
and collage, pixel art, videography, 
Virtual Reality, and 2D or 3D visual 

media or digital imagery. Priority will 
be given to thoughtful and relevant inter-
pretations of the contest’s theme that are 
capable of engaging a broad audience, 
and scans or photographs of original art-
works will not be accepted.

Following assessment by an expert 
jury, the shortlisted artworks will be con-
firmed on November 1 and will have the 
opportunity to feature on Qatar Founda-
tion’s and Qatar Museums’ social media 
channel. The three winners of the contest 
will be announced on November 13 
during the Paris Peace Forum, receiving 
an event ticket and accommodation to 
attend a TED event in Doha in 2022.

The submission period is now open 
and continues until October 15. For more 
information visit www.qf.org.qa/
ppf-art-contest

Artists from around world encouraged to illustrate the strength of humanity’s 
response to pandemic ahead of Paris Peace Forum 2020.

REUTERS  —   WASHINGTON

Scientists said yesterday they 
have detected in the harshly 
acidic clouds of Venus a gas 
called phosphine that indicates 
microbes may inhabit Earth’s 
inhospitable neighbour, a tanta-
lising sign of potential life 
beyond Earth.

The researchers did not dis-
cover actual life forms, but noted 
that on Earth phosphine is pro-
duced by bacteria thriving in 
oxygen-starved environments. 
The international scientific team 
first spotted the phosphine using 
the James Clerk Maxwell Tele-
scope in Hawaii and confirmed 
it using the Atacama Large Mil-
limeter/submillimeter Array 
(ALMA) radio telescope in Chile.

“I was very surprised —
stunned, in fact,” said astronomer 
Jane Greaves of Cardiff University 
in Wales, lead author of the 
research published in the journal 
Nature Astronomy.

The existence of extraterres-
trial life long has been one of the 
paramount questions of science. 
Scientists have used probes and 
telescopes to seek “biosignatures” 
— indirect signs of life — on other 
planets and moons in our solar 
system and beyond.

“With what we currently 
know of Venus, the most plau-
sible explanation for phosphine, 
as fantastical as it might sound, 
is life,” said Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology molecular 
astrophysicist and study co-
author Clara Sousa-Silva.

“I should emphasise that life, 
as an explanation for our dis-
covery, should be, as always, the 
last resort,” Sousa-Silva added. 
“This is important because, if it is 
phosphine, and if it is life, it 
means that we are not alone. It 
also means that life itself must be 
very common, and there must be 
many other inhabited planets 
throughout our galaxy.”

Phosphine — a phosphorus 

atom with three hydrogen 
atoms attached — is highly toxic 
to people.

Earth-based telescopes like 
those used in this research help 
scientists study the chemistry 
and other characteristics of 
celestial objects.

Phosphine was seen at 20 
parts-per-billion in the 
Venusian atmosphere, a trace 
concentration. Greaves said the 
researchers examined potential 
non-biological sources such as 
volcanism, meteorites, lightning 
and various types of chemical 
reactions, but none appeared 
viable. The research continues 
to either confirm the presence 
of life or find an alternative 
explanation.

Venus is Earth’s closest plan-
etary neighbour. Similar in 
structure but slightly smaller than 
Earth, it is the second planet from 
the sun. Earth is the third. Venus 
is wrapped in a thick, toxic 
atmosphere that traps in heat. 

Surface temperatures reach a 
scorching 880 degrees Fahr-
enheit (471 degrees Celsius), hot 
enough to melt lead.

“I can only speculate on what 
life might survive on Venus, if 
indeed it is there. No life would 
be able to survive on the surface 
of Venus, because it is completely 
inhospitable, even for biochem-
istries completely different from 
ours,” Sousa-Silva said. “But a 
long time ago, Venus could have 
had life on its surface, before a 
runaway greenhouse effect left 
the majority of the planet com-
pletely uninhabitable.”

Some scientists have sus-
pected that the Venusian high 
clouds, with mild temperatures 
around 86 degrees Fahrenheit 
(30 degrees Celsius), could harbor 
aerial microbes that could endure 
extreme acidity. These clouds are 
around 90 percent sulphuric acid. 
Earth microbes could not survive 
that acidity.

“If it’s microorganisms, they 

would have access to some sun-
light and water, and maybe live 
in liquid droplets to stop them-
selves dehydrating, but they 
would need some unknown 
mechanism to protect against 
corrosion by acid,” Greaves said.

On Earth, microorganisms 
in “anaerobic” environments - 
ecosystems that do not rely on 
oxygen — produce phosphine. 
These include sewage plants, 
swamps, rice fields, marshlands, 
lake sediments and the excre-
ments and intestinal tracts of 
many animals. Phosphine also 
arises non-biologically in 
certain industrial settings.

To produce phosphine, 
Earth bacteria take up phos-
phate from minerals or bio-
logical material and add 
hydrogen.

“We have done our very 
best to explain this discovery 
without the need for a biological 
process. With our current 
knowledge of phosphine, and 

Venus, and geochemistry, we 
cannot explain the presence of 
phosphine in the clouds of 
Venus. That doesn’t mean it is 
life. It just means that some 
exotic process is producing 
phosphine, and our under-
standing of Venus needs work,” 
Clara Sousa-Silva said.

Venus should be hostile to 
phosphine. Its surface and atmos-
phere are rich in oxygen com-
pounds that would rapidly react 
with and destroy phosphine.

“Something must be cre-
ating the phosphine on Venus 
as fast as it is being destroyed,” 
said study co-author Anita 
Richards, an astrophysicist 
associated with the University 
of Manchester in England.

While previous robotic 
spacecraft have visited Venus, 
a new probe may be needed to 
confirm life.

“Fortunately, Venus is right 
next door,” Sousa-Silva said. “So 
we can literally go and check.”

Apple likely to 
unveil new iPad, 
watch today
IANS — NEW DELHI

Apple which has traditionally 
been showcasing its fresh 
iPhone line-up every 
September is likely to 
announce a variety of products 
like a new iPad and a cheaper 
Apple Watch today but may 
not unveil the 5G iPhone 
lineup this month, the media 
reported yesterday.

A new JPMorgan note fore-
casts Apple’s product line-up 
with some striking features in 
the second half of the year.

It includes a top-end 
Watch update with a blood 
oxygen sensor, cheaper ‘Watch 
Lite’ model to take on Fitbit, 
side fingerprint on a new iPad, 
launch of new Macs using 
Apple’s in-house silicon and 
5G iPhones that starts at $699, 
reports SeekingAlpha.

The 5G iPhone lineup, 
however, could be launched 
in October.

JPMorgan “expects new 
AirPods to get pushed back 
into 2021”.

The newly launched 
initiative aims to gather 
artistic interpretations of 
COVID-19 and the way global 
humanity has responded and 
adapted to the pandemic.


